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- FIFTH PARLIAMENT
ROCHESTER ELKS MECCA
OPENED
Sydney, N. S. YV., July 10. The fifth
Rochester, July 10.Elks from
OF
SAY!
towns and titles in the state
parliament was opened today by the
commonwealth commission, Lord Den-mainto Rochester early today for the
big spectacular day of the forty-nintofficiating. A novel feature of
TO
the opening was the presence of a
annual grand reunion of the order.
woman among the group of officials
A parade of inarching
clubs,
in the person of Miss Nancy Isaacs,
and hands was scheduled with
band
for
drills
and
acting ag assistant to her father, Jus
prizes
competitive
tice Isaacs, one of the commission.
concerts in Genessee Valley park;.
The farmers and settlers' conference
The business session of the grand
MADE DRAMATIC CONFESSION OF has decided to declare itself a
a
sorrow
of
session
with
opened1
lodge
regular THE COLONEL AND TWO SONS
INCENDIARISM TO LONDON
in memory of Charles Schmidt, a
political party, making the fourth in
WERE 'HERE FOR THIRTY
state politics.
member of the board of grand trusPOLICE MAGISTRATE
MINUTES YESTERDAY
The
tees, who died last October.
START FLAG PROBE
questions of establishing a tuberculoFRANCE TO NEGOTIATE TERMS sis home and granting a charter to a SHE IS MISS EDITH RIOBY
Washington, July 10. At Secretary OFF FOR HUNTMN ARIZONA
SWAYN HEADS EDUCATORS
Bryan's request Attorney General Mc- Honolulu lodge remained to be setSalt Lake City, U., July 10: Joseph
is seeking to find out who
Reynolds
tied.
CONFESSES
TO PLACING TORCH
Swayn, president of Swathmore col- ADVISES SERBS AND GREEKS NOT
tore the Paraguy flag from its staff JUDGE LEAHY IS HOST OF THE
TO SIR LEVER'S BEAUTIFUL
lege; was elected president of the
NOT TO DEMAND TOO
over the Paraguy consulate in San
AND PARTY
POLITICAL jlDEAS TO TEST
National Educational association by
COUNTRY RESIDENCE
FROM THE BULGARS
on July 4. Minister VelasFrancisco
Behind
10.
N
AT DINNER
Santa Fe,
July
au unanimous vote here today. Grace
quez, to whom the Paraguayan consul
the incorporation of the
M. Sheppr.rd, state superintendent of
reported the outrage, called at the
a
Investment company here today is
treas- BULGARS SEEK RUSSIA'S
Idaho tchools, was
FIRE DAMAGES WAS $10,000 state
AID
department today and Secretary 400 PEOPLE AT THE CEFOT
of
240
socialists
the
movement by
urer, Durand W. Springe- of Ann Ar
Bryan expressed regret at the
their
to
New
Mexico,
put
as
Quay
county,
secretary,
bor, Mich., is continued
RAIDED HEADTODAY
his selection being being by appoint- GREEKS HAVE CAPTURED AN IM- political ideas to the test. They plan POLICE
COLONEL IS GIVEN LOUD CHEERS
in
WOMAN'S
THE
OF
stock
to
their
QUARTERS
BULPORTANT SEAPORT;
ment.holdings, taking
Directors were elected for all
pool
AND IN TURN BEAJVIS FORTH
DESERT CLAIMS VICTIM
the company in return, work the land
UNION IN MANCHESTER
the states, Hawaii and the PhilipGARS ARE RETREATING
10.
furThe
Nev.,
Tonapah,
GRATITUDE
July
in common, and share ecinally in the
pines.
nace heat of Death Valley has claimofficers
of
to
the election
Previous
profits.
Liverpool, July 10. A dramatic ed another victim in Peter A. Busch,
London., July 10. It is officially
"How do you do."
the national council elected the fol- confirmed here
confession of incendiarism was made a mine operator well known in souththat Bulgaiia has
That's
what Colonel Theodore Roose
suflowing: President, Robert J. Aley, taken the initiative of asking the Euern
militant
a
well known
Nevada. He was found dead last
today by
HAS
velt, the country's biggest Bull M003-e- r,
of
wife
president University of Maine; secre- ropean powers to try to end the JACK JOHNSON
his.
beside
Mrs.
Edith
between
Kigby,
night
automobile,
fragette,
and, by the way, the most popular
tary, President W. B. Owen, Chicago; Balkan war.
a physician at Preston, to the magis- Skiddoo and Rhyolite, Busch was a
private citizen in the world, said to
member executive committee, David B.
ARRIVED IN FRANCE trate sitting in the police court hero. native of Denver.
several hundred Las Vega3 admirers
Johnson., president Winthrop college,
She was remanded for further hearFrance to Assist
who
congregated at the depot at 6:35
South Carolina.
NO NUCKOLLS INQUEST
ing.
Vienna, Austria, July 10. France
o'clock
STATEMENT TODAY THE NEMrs. Rigby declared it wa she who
yesterday evening to catch a
An innovation in the report of the has undertaken to negotiato with
10.
The
Grand Junction, Colo., July
HE
PUGILIST .SAID
GRO
last Tuesday burned down the coun- coroner today decided to hold no in- glimpse of the distinguished traveler
committee on resolutions at the gener- Servia and Greece on behalf of BulWOULD NEVER RETURN
al session was that it took the form garia to ascertain what terms of
try residence of Sir William H. Levor, quest over Marshall J. Nuckolls, the on his way to the Grand Canyon of
Arizona where he will enjoy hia first
of a declaration of principles, 12 phas- peace can be arranged.
causing a damage estimated at
wealthy cattleman who was found
John10.
Jack
sees of education being treated in
The French government has adHavre, France, July
dead at his summer camp 20 miles vacation in almost two years. The
tosurrendered
Mrs.
voluntarily.
here
arived
Rigby
the
pugilist,
not
son,
vised
negro
and
Servians
the Greeks
parate reports.
north of Debeque, that official being colonel was accompanied by two of hi3
The report of the school health com- to demand too much, or otherwise Bul- day on board the Corinthian and im- When arraigned today she gloried in satisfied that Nuckolls died' of heart sons, Archibald and Quentln,
,
The drizzling raia and cool weather
mittee stated that the women of the garia is likely tp prefer to take the mediately on landing announced his her achievements.
disease.
"I lighted the Lever residence as
did not keep those who wanted to see
determination never to return to the
federated clubs of southern states bid chances of fighting out the quarrel.
I also
the colonel away from the depot. The
United States. He said he would a beacon to the country.
fair to outshine those of the north
TO DEFER REPLY
in the Liverpool
'
the
explosives
crowd started to collect at 6 o'clock
in
placed
Paris.
health
his
residence
Aid
take up
with their
campaigns.
Bulgars Seek Russlas
Washington, July 10. After a constock exchange July to show how
St. Petersburg, July 10. Bulgaria
ference of an hour and a quarter and when the porter at the Harvey
easy it is to procure them and to with Ambassador
has placed herself unreservedly in the
$30,000 Bond Forfeited
GIRL TRIES SUICIDE
Chinda, Secretary hotel sounded the warning that the
them in public buildings.
place
Johnof
10.
hands
Russia
the
of
with
view
Jack
announced that the dis- train bearing the colonel was apWashington, July
Grand Junction, Colo., July 10. Ina
"I chose the Liverpool stock ex- Bryan today
hostilof
would
a
about
cessation
he
that
announcement
son's
bringing
conof
the
reply to the Japanese proaching, between three and four
patch
Miles, aged 16, is i na precarious
change because the cotton industry
land law hundred people were standing on the
dition today at her home in Colona, ities in the Balkans and in order never return to the United States, has been built up largely by women's on the California anti-alieaccordto
offifurther
hotel porches. When the train was
bloodshed,
of
prevent
next
the
caused
week.
justice
department
Montrose county, as a result of takare willing might be deferred until
to an announcement made here cials immediate!; ; consider steps to labors. The merchants
within a few hundred feet of the
ing
ing bichloride of mercury tablets supto get power and wealth out of the
the crowd surged over to the p!a'-fortoday apparently on good authority. bring about thaa',oc0:ltJire of his
TABLED
IS
RESOLUTION
The
intent.
women
suicidal
with
girl
posedly
labor of women while the
in
A rush for the rear Pullma"
bond
Chicago
Insonal
pending
per
declares the attempts on her life were
Denver, July 10. The American
themselves are denied the vote and
Take
Greeks
in
the colonel occupied a drawwith
which
in
connection
Seaport.
for
reshis
appearance
the
stitute
tabled
of
to
allow
f
Homeopaths
caused by parental refusal
room was made by the curious
Athens, July 10. A Greek naval white slave indictments upon which citizenship.
Dr.
ing
olution
introduced
one
by
yesterday
mouse
act'
her to wed the man of her choice. Preand
"Under the 'cat
;
'A
force today occupied the seaport of he has not
ones.
vious attempts were made by the fiirl
yt been tried.
one of the greatest women in the land Henry F. Stout of Jacksonville, Fla.,
Kavala on .the Aegean sea, hitherto
for
Hurrah
withdraw
members
"Teddy!
to
from
Teddy!
Teddy!"
the
If
to
to take her life by hanging, stabbing
requesting
death.
is going to be done
in the hands of the Bulgarians. The
organization with the crowd roared when the colonel,
i going to kill that wom- any allopathic
and drowning in a bathtub.
government
also
of
been
has
Strumitza
valley
which
garbed in a light gray suit and soft
they might be affiliated.
an this is a warning."
taken possession of by Greek troops.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
blue shirt, appeared at the vestibule
Mrs. Rigby has been imprisoned
door and started down the steps. He
witH"
connection
the(
in
ENDEAVOBERS MEET IN
times
five
Bulgars Still Retreat.
sev- GIEAT OECOIO AT
smiled at the ovation and beamed
suffrage movement and was on
Belgrade, July 10. The Bulgarian
down his pleasure.
July 10. Senate: Cur- eral occasions released owing to the
Washington,
LOS ANGELES GlIUIICuES troops icoitftlnue to retreat, closely rency committee met but agreed on breakdown of her health after "hunGETTYSBURG CAEiP Judge David J. Leahy, one of the
pursued by the Servians, according no
colonel's friends of many years' standfor action of administration ger strikes."
plan
to official reports received here. The
bill.
ing elbowed his way through the
EVERY PROTESTANT CHURCH IN Bulgarians retreating from Istip had
Sat:
meets
when he caught sight of the
in
crowd
Not
House
Union.
session;
Raid
Suff
LOSS OF LIFE AMONG VETERANS
intended to occupy Radovitch, an imCITY UTILIZED IN CARRY10. The
former
president coming down tha
July
urday.
THEY
THAN
IF
WERE
England,
LESS
Manchester,
portant town some miles to the east
ING OUT PROGRAM
Pullman steps. The colonel caught
AT THEIR HOMES
police raided the headquarters of the
but the Servian cavalry drove them
Woman's Union here today and seizsight of the Judge sooner than tho
Los Angeles, July 10. The laggaid out of this position yesterday. The
could find but no
10.
latter
of
life
ed
expected.
Loss
they
everything
Washington,
July
and
dead
the
voter was lashed today by Dr. ira Bulgarians fled, leaving
Since the dis- among the fast disappearing veterarrests were made.
"Well, well, well, it does my heart
and
wounded
away
rifles,
of
throwing
Landrith,' president
organization of the militant society ans of the civil war was less ciuring good to see you once more judge," the
college,' Nashville, Tenn , who in an ammunition and food'.
in London, most of the opera- the week in which tne old soldiers colonel said as he smiligingly reached
offices
when
of
time
the
Is
This
year
address before the general meeting
been engineered from were fathered by thousands in camp out his right hand and grasped the
have
tions
CUBAN CONSPIRACY
nearly everyone is planning
of the international
Christian En- DISCOVER
'at the recent Gettysburg celebration local man's right. The colonel's left
here.
seof
10
some
the
The
Cuban
kind
trip. Usually
Havana, July
deavor convention biassed the lazy
than it would have been in their hand was placed on top of the jufeo's
voter with those who sell their votes. cret police report the discovery of
longer the trip the pleasanter
IN BAD
SCHOOLS
homes,
according to official figures right. It was the handshako of oW
of
the
adherents
a
is..
.the anticipation of it
conspiracy among
"Christianity,"' he asserted, "would
1,0
So many in furnished by Secretary of .War Gar- friends.
July
to
Col.
Washington,
assassinate
of
are
kinds
Asbert
Governor
certain
But
if
all
solve
there
civic
,
quickly
problems
As a result the secretary of
rison.
The colonel stood before the steps
genious and misleading communica
the Christian1 voter would only vote! .Aurelio Hevia, secretary of the interjourneys that are not classed as
sent out by corres-- i war may send letters of commenda of the coach tor" a minute or two talkbeen
have
tions
ior, whom they accuse of attempting
the
like a Christian. '
when
"pleasure trips"
pondence and other coaching schools tion and appreciation to the officers ing with the judge. Ho appeared not
weather is hot. These journeys
Every Protestant chinch in the city to disrupt their party by. ordering the
urth whose work in laying out, policing to hear the clamoring of the crowd
to coax money from the 20,000
the
of
chief
Armando
Gen.
Riva,
late
exwas utilized today in carryiug out the
are the necessary shopping
will and attending to the comfort of the which
who
eventually
class postmaster
yelled demands for a speech.
second days program of the. twenty- - Cuban National police, to raid the
cursions.
exold soldiers made such a result posservice
civil
take
to
This
be
on
"I have arranged for you and ths
club
Monday night
required
sixth international convention of the Asbert
Two women were overheard
the
aminations that the civil service com- sible.
Christian Endeavor society. Thous- action apparently precipitated
boys to take supper with me," said
talking in the shipping district
Mr. Garrison compared the record
in
Riva
which
on
has made complaint to the
Praiio
the
mission
ands of delegates took active part in tragedy
Judge Leahy. The colonel bowed, and
of
one
this
past
morning
early
with the grim figures resulting from with one of his famous
No arrests
committee meetings and heard ad-- j was mortally wounded.
postal authorities.
"I
One of them
week.
said,
It is said that prosecutions will fol- the establishment of concentration remarks, started up tho, wails toward
dresses and papers read by the pas- - have been made but the suspects are
wish I could have stayed at
war
is
Colonel
Hevia
watched.
low
and that fraud orders will be is- camps in the Spanish-Americain
tors
attendance.
closely
the hotel steps, The- crowd opened
home today.
have a list of
States
and
United
army
the
declared
sevof
the
sued
publications
Thousands of delegates and visit- strongly guarded.
against
a
for the colonel and th Judgo
ten things I must buy, and I
had made long strides in the science to way
of these "educational"
ors to the convention attended suneral
Apprehension was felt that trouble
walk
through. The Eoosovelt boys
know it is going to take me
of camp sanitation and management
rise "quiet hour" services.
might attend the passage of the funi
were a few steps in the rear.
til closing time to get them all."
The officers to whom official letters
of General Riva
Sectional meetings were held this eral procession,
Whoa
tho
colonel
reached
the
to'
"I have a list of fourteen arwere dispatched
of commendation
ROOSEVELT AT DEMING .
morning in 23 churches, in "audi- through the city this afternoon.
the other replied, "but I
Hunter Lig of the steps, Bomeona with a volva
were
General
ticles,"
Colonel
10.
Brigadier
torium endeavor," the big assembly
Detachments of infantry, cavalry and
Doming, N. M., July
which would do credit to an ocean
noon."
be
home
to
in
by
expect
charge; Major J hi. Normol,
tent and in a downtown theater. tiilery escorted the body while other
Theodore Roosevelt and two sons gett,
liner fog horn, yelled for a speech.
"How can you ever manage
There aiso were overflow meetings troops and police lines the route of
left here at 10 o'clock ihis morning quartermaster in charge of equipment Tho colone! turned and locate! tln
Colonel
it?" said the first.
for Silver City, a and rations; and' Lieutenant
in. automobiles
and religious exercises m the streets. the procession.
man whose voice was a real ono. lio
"Easily enough. I looked over
two hour run. The colonel declined A. B. Bradley of the medical corps.
Plans for increasing the efficacy
f.- sent
to E. smiled, Judge Leahy turned t
the newspapers and by going
to make a speech in response to Similar letters were also
of the church and the spreading of
eolosi.i
crowd
that
tha
said
and
wilt
S.
the
directed
CALLS
FINANCE
who
MEETING
the
advertisements
police
Martin,
through
cheers. Captain C. A. Greenway of
the gospel through the agencies of
probably make a few remark ,'.f:r
10. Chairman
Washington, July
carefully I was able to plan a
Bisbee, Ariz., a former Rough Rider, work of the District of Columbia boy
the home, the school and the press,
had eaten supper. Tha ew.i
Croon:
G..
I
John
a
to
called
Major
meeting of the
were discussed at a pastors' confer- Simmons has
whose guest the colonel will be in scouts, aM
regular route for my trip.
tiie cheering nrru'a mi ch'vrfJ
constabuup
morn-stale
of
tomorrow
am
gofor
the
I
committee
will
j
Pennsylvania
He
what,
finance
know
here.
ence.
shops
just
Arizona, met the party
(he dining room duora c!
in ihe
ord'T
mainta!n?d
who
in
I
and
in
and
shall
what
lary,
Silver
to
few
City
a
buy
Problems of soul saving were ing with the intention of reporting the
days
ing
spend
the disi.8thed
hl;r!
afto
senate
tomorrow
camp.
the
bill
each one."
wrestled with by clergymen and tariff
surrounding mountains.
internoon.
members
woman
Perprobwife
her
workers.
Endeavor
Republican
Christian
lay
This
by
c :e to l .
LEPER AT LARGE
sonal purity and the social evil were ably will not attempt any delay.
telligent forethought made her
10
.
United
The
to
the
which
The
to
sectional
democrats
another
a
July
"little
T.vJuV', Cj'o, J '
Washington.
purpose
begin
pleasant
subjects
shopping trip
I 'i""l i
is
taking of Ura.
States public health service
debate Monday and keep the bill
one can afford
meeting gave its attention.
journey-an
a
t 1 i
cl
FHtor!,
to
Caldwell,
Dominique
before the senate until it
capture
steps
not to follow her example in
i
t cia i
huM
Diamond
Point
the
r;
from
is
i,
leaders
adverleper
agree
escaped
j't
passed. Republican
STEEL TONNAGE DECREASE
reading thoroughly the
'
Town-seni
i
tV
Fort
near
to
V)l
the j ir"
quarantine station
tisements in tha good newspaNew York, July 10. The unfilled that this probably will be before Septh-i
t
t
Is
who
1.
r"0
reported
Vr
Washington,
tonnage of the United States steel tember
pers when 60 much time and
i
C f'Hi
reacti'WS
0"
(b
to
forSmr
Smoot'
3
be
to
can
was
Senator
that
on
be
5,807,317
endeavoring
predicted
nerve-fotoday
mrel by doing
July
corporation
r
no f'TOfiiic
home in Minneapolis by way of
so.
'ons, a decrease of 517,003 tons as there would be no currency legislation
i
i t
to
month.
session.
winter
with
the
the
until
jury.
previous
compared
i

AMERICAN KILLED

soldiers met death in an effort to
swim across the bay when the state
troops were repulsed by a hidden
Huerta force In their attempt to enter the California Gulf port.
TO
The message states uiat General
O.jeda after his retreat to the federal
base, arranged an ambush to surprise
the pursuing constitutionalists and
that 800 federals fell on, the state
troops, who fled In disorder, leaving
many dead and wounded.
REPORT TO THAT EFFECT IS
Obreeon s men were celebrating
CONFIRMED TOwhat they believed to be the fall of
DAY IN LONDON
Guayinas when the federals closed In
on them.
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There is little marrow
in the bone of
contention
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CONTITUTIONALIST
DEFEATED

TROOPS ARE

BY FEDERALS

AT GUAYMAS

FEDERALS HAD TRAP FOR THEM
U.

S.

ARTILLERY

RECONNOITERS
TERNATIONAL

AT

EL

ALONG

PASO
IN-

BOUNDARY

El Paso, Tex., July 10 Henry Bur-toof Upper Montclairie, N. J., was
killed on July 6 by a drunken rebel
soldier while driving in the streets
of Santa Rosalia, Chihuahua, Mexico.
The body reached here today en
route home. The soldier, without
warning, shot him as he drove by
with a friend.
Burton was employed by a Canadian company constructing a dam at
Kouquilla, as a cement tester. His
friends say he had no enemies among:
Gen. Manuel Chao,
the Mexicans.
rebel troops at Santhe
commanding
ta Rosalia, has jailed tne murderer
and promised prompt Justice.
n

f

Keep News From People
Mexico City, July 10. In none of
the Mexican morning papers was there
.

fiiblished an account of the defeat
of Lieutenant Colonel Rubio Navarro-tthe federal commander by Venus-tianCaranza. On the contrary long
reports are issued containing the most

e

o

optimistic information from government sources. The newspapers Insist
that General Joaquin Maas, another
federal leader has won two slight victories over the rebels at Bajan and
Reata to the south of Monclova in the
state of Coahuila ar.d has fought another minor but successful engagement
to the east of Monclova.
The government plans for the destruction of Carranza's armies are
said to be working well although:.' ft
Is admitted that the deciding faot
will not take place at Monclova as
the rebels are reported to have retreated.
Gen. Joaquin Tellez, another federal commander, is reported to have
found no difficulty in his march to
with Lieutenant Colonel
Navarro. The minister of the interior, Dr. Aureliano Urrutia has authorized all the papers to say that peace
may be considered an accomplished
'
fact.
U. S. Battery "Limbers Up."
El Paso, Tex., July 10. Juarez fortification work continues' with the
rebels no closer than for the past
week so far as is known.
United State signal corps men are
busy stringing wires through the
lower portion of El Paso to connect
General Scott at Fort Bliss with all
American troops on the border guard
duty in the event of an attack upon
Juarez.
Battery C, Sixth United States field
artillery, this morning made a
trip along the boundary, as
if looking for a suitable location for
field guns. It was expamed that the
battery was only "limbering up," but
heretofore all "limbering up" exercises have been in the open country
several miles from El Paso.
recon-noiterin- g

is

Jap Agitator Deported.
Eagle Pass, Tex., juiy 10. Sechi
Sagitani, a Japanese newspaper man
from San Francisco, who tried to go
through Eagle Pass to the coast, was
today deported to Mexican soil. Federal authorities here charged he had
been assisting Mexican constitutionalists at Piedras Negras for several
months. He is the Japanese whose
offer of several thousand veteran
Japanese fighters to the constitutionalist cause was refused by Governor
Carraimi several months ago.
Trap at Guayrnas.
Ariz., July 10.- - A belated
communication from Guayrnas in the
hands of Mexican Consul AInslele today savs that 300 constitutionalist
Tucson,

.
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WOMEN URGED TO Oil All IS LE OF BIRDS

University
Picturesque
Town in Germany.

Commodore Salisbury Tells of an
Expedition to Laysan.

old

DAKOTA'S ci
Most

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY, JULY

RETURN

FillS

MARRY
Greatest Glory of This City Is Her
Army of Ever Changing Students
Lelpsiz Is Birthplace of Wagner
and Other Noted Composers.

LICENSES ISSUED ONLY WHEN
CERTIFICATES OF SOUNDNESS

A

ARE PRODUCED

Heidelberg, Germany. Perhaps no
In all the world has been mora
placs
.Grand Forks, X. 1).. July 10. Dras tenderly loved than old Heldclberr,-Shhas seat men forth, not only over
tic, antisainbling laws, snuff and cigarette prohibition laws, new regula- all Germany, but over all the inworld,
her
tions concerning marriages, coupled who continue to sing songs
In her
write
to
and
poems
praises
new
with several other important
memory.
laws, became effective In North DaHeidelberg unites so faultlessly. th
kota July 1.
ot mountain and plain of
delights
Cigrottes are barred entirely and al- city and a country town of physical
ready there has been commenced a beauty and great culture. A long narcampaign of advertising;, backed by row plain runs along the bank of the
the tobacco trust, which, will make Neckar, and here the business part
town Is situated and above this
the mail order business in that pro- ot the 1b a
lovely wooded hill on the
plain
duct heavier.
top of which stands the castle. For
law will bring on a those who desire a more Intellectual
The anti-nuf- f
aa
tobacco trust has a enjoyment, there are excellent conthe
big fight,
substitute for snuff which the pure certs, theaters, libraries and museums ;
food department of the state will at for those who seek health Heidelberg
Is one of the most healthful spots tn
tempt to exclude.
all Germany, and for those who love
The Intermariage of diseased per- nature the Heidelberg scenery Is
sons is prohibited, persons applying among the most beautiful in the world.
for licenses being compelled to file a
It Is little to be wondered at the
physician's certificate of good health. number of people who make Heidellaw gives berg a permanent home, and their
The new
number Is increasing from year to
court
the
district
of
power to
judges
The town Is filled with retired
year.
clamp a padlock on buildings used for officers, professors and civil servants.
gambling purposes. The law covers
But, of course, the greatest glory of
all kinds of gambling devices.
Heidelberg is her army of ever changAnother new law gives the governor ing students, which keeps her forever
the power to remove officers in cases young. Tne streets are nooaea who
them all day long; students in bright
of failing to enforce laws.
green caps, bright red caps or bright
votThe absent voting law permits
yellow ones, each signifying a different
ers who are absent from their polling corps.
We foreigners are prone to laugh at
places on election day to vote by a
"absent voters" ballots, which the scars of the German corps stumust be deposited a certain number dents, and yet dueling is a sport that
requires more skill and Is not half so
of days before the election.
as football In
fatal or dangeroUB
medThe free distribution of patent
America.
icine samples will be done away with,
It is very seldom that a man is
from killed and the
w'vertlsers
being restrained
eyes, nose and ears of
throwing such samples packages about the contestants are always protected.
A corps duel Is very seldom a quarrel,
promiscuously.
new laws are: Giving sher but just a trial of skill between two
Sometimes one corps will
iff r 'id police chiefs the power to take friends.
another to meet It on the
challenge
I fi-- illlon measurements of prisoners;
iiivinu cities authority to do tholr own
cnnlrn't work; recoiling elevators to
dean families of grain before grading
it; providing that hail insurance poli- shall become effective within 24
bonis of being written; making the
mle of seed grain in which there are
foul seeds a mdemeanor; giving ci
tics the power to furnish electric pow
er for commercial purposes; jroviding
flia railroad ticket agents must be
lHensod by the state railroad
g
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Santa Fe. X. M July 10. In the
supreme court of the state ot Xew
Mexico.
No. 1308. The State of New Mexico,
appellee, vs. F. W. Dyers, and C. A.

Buehl, appellants
Appeal from the district court of
Bernalillo county.
The judgments of the district court
fire reversed, as to each defendant,
and the complaints dismissed with
costs.
Syllabus
Section 24 of Chapter 123, S.
as amended by Section 1 of
Chapter 53, S. L, 1907, examined
ueld: That the hoard of county commissioners, under the provisions of
sntd section are required to divide
their counties Into three road districts,
which shall be the same 83 the county
oti'"-- icmers districts of the county.
The hereon subject to road tax must
he notified to appear at such time and
p'ace ami with such tools as may be
iWignsitwl, to perform the work in
lieu of road tax.
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Heidelberg.

dueling ground just as one football
team will meet another in friendly
rivalry.
Leipzig is quite different from Hei
delberg, a bigger and more commer
cial place. It is the center of book
publishing for all Germany.
The new Rathaus Is a most pompous
and ponderous looking affair, with
none of the charms of the old, built
with a twentieth century eye for use
instead of for beauty. In back of this
Uathaus Is one of the most charming
and quaint fountains In Germany. It
Is a wilderness of little figures of boys
and girls and geese and dogs and cats.
Perhaps Leipzig's greatest glory Is
that it was here Richard Wagner was
born. His birthplace 1 a homely old
building with stores on the ground
r. iirs or bites of Insects that are floor.
A simple tablet marks the
f;:iiowed by swellings, pain or itching house.
should he treated promptly, as they
Leipzig has always been a musical
are poisonous.
SN6w center and here such men as Wagner,
BALLARD'S
LI MM EXT counteracts the poison. It Bach, Schuman and Mendeilsohnhave
is both :"'Mspptlo and healing. Price lived
to make the
and here
'
$1.00 per bottle.
Sold music for all the helped
world. The Gewand-hau- s
!
i".ig Co. Adv.
orchestra is among the best In
!
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Germany.
As In Heidelberg, In Leipzig it is
the German student that is the glory
of the place. They are to be seen
everywhere, In the streets, In the res-

Retired Naval Officer With Party of
Scientists Spent Eighty Days
Gathering Data on a
Island.

.

Washington, July 10. "We have
been trying for nearly 20 years to get
back to the farm, but have not been
successful; therefore, I am heartily
in sympathy with Mrs. Woolsey's proposition of encouraging women to take
up farming," remarked Henry J. Carl-etoa prominent farmer of Kansas,
at the Shoreham hotel today.
"I have studied this question," he
said "and have come to the conclusion
that the farm is the only thing at
present that offers the great mass of
out 5,000,000 working women in the
United States a relief from wage slavery. In the last 40 vears our population has almost quadrupled, while the
amount of produce from our farms is
about the same as it was 40 years ago.
Even the western rancher with his
steam plows and his other
paraphernalia makes a pretty good
showing, his yield per acre is waste-fullsmall, and the abandoned farm
of New England, situated in the very
heart of the market, is an indication
of where we stand in agricultural
progress.
"If our young immigrant women
could have a chance to get Into the environment which has built them into
sturdy, strong, peasants, it would be
far better than to compel them to settle down with their relatives in crowded tenements. Physically and morally
sturdy these women get caught in the
maelstrom of city life on the moment
of their arrival. How much better it
would be if they could be directed to
a farm, where they could take up work
and ultimately become independent.
"Let women generally understand
what the smallest farm can furnish in
the way of food, and we shall see them
flocking to the farm. Some one has
said that one person with one acre
can feed nine persons. It was an European, 1 believe, who took a more
liberal view and declared that two
acres of market garden can be made
to yield enough vegetables and fruit
to supply richly the table of 50 adults
for an entire year. Of course this
means intensive farmin. I know of a
man in New Jersey who has saved an
average of $1,200 a year from two and
f
acres of land, after clothing,
educating and feeding three children.
"The only thing necessary to encourage women to go into farming is to
give them protection, and enough
guidance for a start. They naturally
understand better than men the methods of intensive farming, and I believe are better qualified to make successful farmers. This is one avenue
open to women that will lead to their
economic independence, in my

WOMEN CAN SAY DAMN

University Building,

R' tNAjWAY' BOYS KILLED
Smith, Ark., July t0 Two boys
were kilit-- in the Tron Mountain rail-wayards at Van Buren early today.
Their mans'lcd bodies were found by
a train rrew. The identity of one is
;!M known, but the other is believed
t i b" r.lnier Strickland of Greenbriar,
Va.
letier was found in the
r's )ii.;l,ct wriitfn by "Alothei."

IN

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal in the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of
Impurities. HERBINE cures all dis
orders produced by an inactive liver.
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
good healthy condition. Price 50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
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KANSAS
AGRICULTURIST
WASHINGTON
ENDORSES
MOVEMENT

one-hal-

The Best Medicine In the World
My little girl had dysentery very
I thought she would die. Cham
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
1i
T!( medy cured her, and I can truth
fully say that I think it is the best
rif'dleine In the world," writes Mrs.
William Orvis, Clare, Mich. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.

NEWS

TO

Kansas City, Mo. Straight from
the exploration of an uninhabited isle
In the Pacific
Commodore
ocean,
George R. Salisbury of the United
States navy, retired, has arrived at
the home of his brother, Mark Salismiles northeast
bury, two and one-hais
of Independence. The contrast
great between life In this old mansion
hidden among gigantic pines in a quiet
Jackson county farm and life on the
Island of Laysan, where no man lives,
and where myriads of water fowl
darken the air or hide in the
sandy slopes, barely rising above the
low-lyin- g

ocean level.
Commodore

E

OUR

left us many odds and ends and broken lines these must be closed out
and to do so we will continue to sell

AH

Suits, Coats, Silk, Wool. Linen and Lingerie
Dresses, Millinery and All Fancy Wash Goods at

HALF PRICE

lf

All Silks and All Silk and Lace
will be continued for a few days

at

Waists

ONE THIRD OFF

Salisbury was busy
writing out a report of his voyage to
CASH ONLY
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
the government, but not too busy to
tell a representative of the Kansas
City Star of some of the strange
tights on the Island.
VICTOR
He was in charge of an expediWAGNER
taaVeaLendinSioro
tion sent out by the department of
agriculture, which has charge of the
TALKING
bird reservation of United States territory. With him were three naturalists. The party left San Francisco
MACHINES
S
December 5, 1912, in the United States
SouthSide
EsHAjhed, 1S6&
revenue cutter Thetis. Their destination was the Island of Laysan, eight
hundred miles northwest of Honolulu. ffffs7i7itirl
Laysan is peculiarly rich in bird
life. Eighty days were spent there.
him. Mrs. Yocum was on the witness Of course it is. But didn't people
They returned to Honolulu March 22,
and a few days later took passage on YOUNG GIRL ACCUSED
stand all morning.
The state has have to walk in hot weather before
the United States transport Sherman
other witnesses to examine. the railroad and the motor? Ond
several
for San Francisco. They reached
weren't they a thunderin' sight strongMISSOURI MERCHANT
that city April 11. There specimens
er and more
a
If
than the
substitute
Is
offered
for
you
to
taken on the voyage were shipped
Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheap- fellows of today? 1 tell you, if our
After a few days spent
Washington.
in the coast city, Commodore SalisMOTHER TAKES WITNESS STAND er medicine is pressed upon you for people don't quit riding about so
the dealer's profit, not yours, Foley
to
back
started
much instead of exercising their legs
Independence,
bury
AND TESTIFIES ABOUT DEAD
Kidney Pills may cost the dealer
arriving there last Sunday. ,
we'll be a race of mollycoddles In the
CHILD'S CHARGES
more
a
than
but
cheap
substitute,
A map of the Island of Laysan made
sweet by and by."
better
oththan
results
give
they
any
during their stay shows it to be of peer kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
Griffith often walks to Macon from
10.
An
enormous
Mo.,
Macon,
two
July
is
about
culiar formation. It
and
for Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schae-fe- r Elmer, about 30 miles,
cutting across
one-hamiles long and one mile wide. crowd attended the preliminary examand Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
the country rather than waiting for
In the center, occupying about one ination of John William Nisbeth, the
trains at the junction.
Bevler merchant and former councilman who is accused in connection with PEDOMETER MAN WALKS
the death of Myrtle Drinkard, 2his
RECEIVES "STONY" STARE
P.
stenographer and, bookkeeper.
Washington, July 10. Andrew
A
MILES
YEAR
5,000
There was not a smile in the large
Talmadge, of Washington, expert
audience at any time while the mothcanoeist and waterman, has, a grouch
er in' black was on the stand , reciting A MISSOURI RESIDENT
HASN'T against womankind. Last summer Talher daughter's story.
TIME TO WAIT FOR TRAIN
madge jumped overboard, clothes and
Mrs. Gertrude Drinkard Yocum tesall, and gallantly rescued a young woCONNECTIONS
man after she had gone down for the
tified that Myrtle was her youngest
Macon, Mo., July 10. Sam S. Grif- second time. In the. rescue he was
daughter by her first husband, Drinkard. While giving her evidence she fith, the pedometer man of Elmer, obliged to put his arm about her. She
frequently broke down, especially when Macon county, was in town today. gave him an awful glare at the time
excitement. He
fhe told of the final afternoon she Since January 1, 1913, up to July 1, but he put It down
miles, met the yong lady on the street and
spent with her daughter, when Myrtle half a year,' he walked 2,974
went over the story again and again. and he probably will beat his record instead of beaming a smile of" gratiThese are the words Mrs, Yocum gave for 19134,103.6 miles by a thous- tude, she turned her head haughtily
Griffith now is deputy away and did not speak as she passed
1".
to the court as the last declaration of and miles.
sheriff, and his job has entailed upon by. Mr. Talmadge said: "That ia
J.I her dead girl:
him considerable work in the way what I call gratitud."
"Mamma, I want to tell you before of
serving writs, chasing outlaws and
Bird Island of Laysan.
I go, all about this trouble.
I took
the like, all of Which duties he perCENSOR FOR BATHERS
hundred and sixty acres is a lagoon. all he gave me. Nobody put me in my forms on his two good legs.
This gives the island the appearance grace except Bill Nisbeth. I want you
Madison,
Wis., July 10. Young woThe pedometer is a small thing
of an elongated doughnut At no to know it."
like a Waterbury watch which is an- men wearing bathing suits usually
"She kept going over it the whole chored to
place does the island rise more than
the trousers.
Griffith's worn by men are to be classed with
twenty-fiv- e
feet above ocean level.
afternoon before she died," the mother
Is
27
average step
inches, and every "September Morn" in the capital city.
The place swarms with birds. "I testified. "She said she
wanted me time he moves his
learned more about birds on this trip
right leg the Several young women have resorted
thantI had ever dreamed of before," to be satisfied of this in my own mind, "speed recorder" makes a note of it. to the use of men's bathing suits and
Commodore Salisbury said yesterday and while she was talking she held
"Some of these days, when I can have been using the piers In front of
afternoon. "We brought home with us her two white hands in front of her get away for a few months, I'm go- fraternity houses here as diving
175 rare specimens.
These will be like she waa praying. I could not tell
ing to give it a real job,'' Griffith boards. The young women have atmounted and placed In the governyou how many times she went over remarked. "I mean by that I'm going tracted large crowds which refuse to
ment museums.
it."
to take a walk to the coast. I'm glad keep off the grass in the front of the
"We found two varieties that are
On
Mrs. Yocum I like to walk. It's getting so nowa- "frat" houses, and the student have
found nowhere else. One is the Lay-ca- n
rail. It is about the size of a was asked if a young man named days that people think they can't go made several complaints to the police
quail and has small wings, but they do George Critchfield had not been keep- anywhere unless they have a motor department. No objection was made
It little good, for it cannot fly. We ing company with Myrtle. Mrs. Yocum car or a railroad train.
Why, a man by the etudents until the general pubstarted home with eighty living speci- admitted that he had, but said
with red b'iood in his veins ought to lic began to show an active interest In
Myrtle
mens of the rail, but the return trip
had been persuaded by some one to go be able to walk 25 miles a day and the daily pastime of the young women
was so cold that all except five died.
The survivors were left at the Golden with him and that she did not like feel fresh as a daisy at ni;,rht. Hot? in the abbreviated costumes.
Gate park in San Francisco. The
other bird peculiar to the island is
the Laysan teal, a fowl smaller than
the mallard duck, but resembling it in
CAPITAL PAID IN
general appearance. Incidentally, we
SURPLUS
TV
found a pair of mallard ducks that had
50,000.00
1100,000.00
come over from the mainland of Calij
fornia, thousands ot miles away."
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Evansville, Ind., July 10. Judge Mc
Coy of the city court has decided that
a woman has a legal right to say
"damn." Mrs. Kate Graham had an
argument with her landlord, several
days ago overf the rent and, accord
ing to her story in court, she used
these words to the landlord:
"I will not pay you a damned cent
until I find out whether the house is BAD TEETH CAUSE OF CRIME
condemned."
So Says Boston Sheriff, Who Installs
Mrs. Graham was arrested, but dis
Dentist's Chair In
court
that
under
the
holding
charged,
Prison.
the circumstances she was justified
in usin;; the word "damn."
Boston. Treatment- of the teeth of
criminals as a means of preventing
crime is being tried in the Charles
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
of ShAr.
BROMO Quinine street fail, under tho
Take LAXATIVE
Tablets. Druggists refund money if iff Quinn. The sheriff has had a dent- it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signa lBt'g cnair installed in the prison, and
has emnloved a
nmntitinner tn
ture is on each box. 25c Adv.
till or otherwise treat the defective
teeth of the prisoner.
BE TRIPLE WEDDING
"A bad tooth," said the sheriff,
New York, July 10. Piatt and Ben
Adams point winners for the United "often lands a man in jail. A large
number of crimes are committed by
States in the Olympic games at Stock- people who are
badly nourished. Mat
holm last summer, and their brother nutrition leads to morbid mental
A
Rule, will all be marled together next thought, which results in crime.
fall.
The two famous jumpers re- dentist's chair anri a .nnH rlpiitist. in
turned to this country from the games every correctional institution will preon the same steamer with Julie Lom- - vent hundreds of inmates from reagain, once they are free.
ard Hubbard, daughter of Dr. Lucius turning
"The "dentist's chair is an accessory
L. Hubbard of Houghton, Michigan, in that direction."
and between the young woman and
Kills Self at Son's Funeral.
Plaft Adams there began an acquaint
Ac f.mnl
RrnAl'ti-..rr-e- trtr
ance which has resulted in the an

J. Ht. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Asst Cash.
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taurants and at the theaters. They
are the mei that will make the
of tomorrow. And the Germany
of tomorrow will be a great and pow-srfnation. True, It is already great
and powerful, but It Is only a beginBen Adams is
ning. "Vort schritt," progress, that Is nounced engagement.
about to begin In the parlor of her
the h''-- to return home the word the battle cry heard
to marry Marjorle Porter of Newark, ! n ...
.
t Pi.
r
iuo
uuiuB, hub. jviary Johnston
rn the l'ps of every ona. It N. .7.. and Rule is engaged to Mabel j room and drank
iHU,:!!:'l tils'1
poison. She died an
is i':s ft. ; they fUow.
j
B. Sailor, aiso of Newark.
hour later in a hospital
Germany

10, 1913.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,
room and leave the door open, hoping
that some poor thief would steal it.
But even the room thieves scorned to
take it. Perhaps they had a hunch
that it was a hoodoo.
Missourians Are "On."
"After many attempts to lose that
pistol a bright idea struck Mark. ' He
shipped it to an old enemy in Missouri
hypocritically as a peace offering. His
old enemy sent it back by express in
a big box marked C. O. I)., filled with MATE OF BRITISH ARMY OFFI
CER IS HELD AT ELLIS ISLAND
15 pounds o fold, horesshoes.
You
HAS BUT SIXPENCE
can't fool a Missourian.

JULY

10, 1913.

THRE1

have him know of my plight for any
which was lashed in furious confusion
OF thing."
by the action of the sinking sraft.
A
ff
Mrs. Pollock said that she would be
"Until broad daylight we drift3d
to
aid
Britthe
of
the
accept
willing
about, and then we discerned th
ish consul general, and a reporter of
steamer Admiral Farragut, which had
the, London Central News rushed off
picked up one of our S. O. S. calls
the ship to telephone, if possible, the
She launched a boat, but in the
British consul and ask assistance in
time
the tug Relief came out from
ON
her behalf.
Eureka and we were taken on board
The reporter could loiuto nobod-- ' at
the latter craft.
the British consulate v;th sufficient
"During the cold hours spent out
REVOLVER
LOADING
MUZZLE
authority to do anything for Mrs. Pol AS SHIP SINKS SHE STANDS BE- - there on the ocean every one felt bad- APPARENTLY FATAL TO ROYAL
"CANNON"
A
WAS CALLED
lock.
siut MUSBAND AND WIN'S ly depressed, and would have been POSSESSOR QUEEN MOTHER
BY MISSOURI POET
CREW'S CONFIDENCE
She has a sister in Boston, whonij
PUTS IT BEYOND REACH
more so hut for the encouraging word
she has visited and a telegram was j
"Utterly discouraged by this last atof the skipper's wife, who proved a
New York, July 10. Immigration
Pittsburgh, July 10 What is said tempt to rid himself of his incubus,
San Francisco, July 10. Mourning
sent to her.
Madrid, July 10. At last the un
true heroine."
to be the only weapon that the late Mark gladly accepted Jim Gillis' invi- boarding officers held up Mrs. Yvette
Mrs. Pollock, it is said, was a dancer the loss of their personal effects, but
lucky
ring which has been the cause
now
the
wife
is
Pol
of
William
Captain
Mark Twain ever carried,
tation to join him on Jackass Hill in Pollock,
in one of the London music halls when thankful for their escape, 15 members
so much superstition in the court
of
The Difference Between "The Summer
the pocket mining business. His os- lock, retired, of the royal field artil her husband fell in love with her.
of the crew of the big lumber carrier
property of Harry McCandless, of
of Spain has been placed by Queen
Girl" and "The Summer Woman"
County, Calif., who holds it as tensible object in visiting Jim was lery, and prevented her from going
Riverside, which went to her fate on
While the former is having a "good Maria Christiana in what she conworth more than its weight in gold, pocket mining; his real design was to ashore when she arrived on the White
the jagged rocks of Sugar Loag Reef time" the latter is too often dragging siders safe keeping, where the "evil
CUBS' FOOD
which is something over seven pounds. get rid of that, old hoodoo. After cab- Star liner Baltic from Liverpool yesoff
the Mendocino coast, last week around nervous, run down, tired out, eye" will have no more power over
Grape-Nuton
Thrive
They
with aching back and weary limbs,
It is a muzzleloading revolver of ining for four or five months on Jack- terday morning.
have arived here from Eureka. First
and wretched. Often it is it. Attached to a golden chain, thia
sleepless
The
woman
was
inches
little
fifteen
is
Colt manufacture. It
surprised.
ass Hill with Jim Gillis and Dick StoHealthy babies don't cry and the Mate P. M. Knudsen, Third Mate kidney trouble not female trouble and valuable ring, composed of brilliants
in length and has brought down many ker, he persuaded the latter to accept Tears sprang to her eyes, and she
baby, that is fed on Charles Linquist and nine members Foiey Kidney Pills are a direct and and pearls, can be &en hanging- to
a deer at a distance of seventy-fivthat old pistol, and then, for fear Dick dropped into a chair in the dining Grape-Nut- s
is never a crying baby. of the deck and engineering staffs of pcpitlve help for the condit'on. 'i. G. the neck of the image of the Vrigin
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. of the Almudena in the
yeards. Its intimate history is con would make him take it back, he fled room of the Baltic, not seeming to Many babies who cannot take any the unfortunate vessel came down on
.crypt of tlio
Adv.
tained in a letter written to McCand to San Francisco, where, having shak- care what happened next.
future cathedral, 'where the remains
other food relish the perfect food, the steamer F. A. Kidburn. Chief EnMrs. Pollock spent the day and night Grape-Nuts- ,
of the first wife of her late husband,
less by Steve Gillis, a pioneer resident en off his nightmare, he rapidly rose
and get well.
JAP BATHERS BARRED
gineer Ernest de Kalb, First Assistant
on Ellis Island awaiting orders from
Alfonso XII, will short?v be transof Jackass Hill, Tulomne County, who to fame and fortune.
W.
Earl
was
Williams
three
and
A
10.
Engineer
"My baby
given up by
Denver, July
delegation of
from the Escorial.
ferred
is now in his ninetieth year, and who
"Now let us calmly review the fear- her husband in his club, the Portland, doctors who said that the condensed Kuhme and Charles Wendel and two
Japanese today, notified the city author
XII bought
of two milk on which I had fed her had ruin- sailors were
Alfonso
tha ring in
is a brother of.James Gillis, the Truth- ful history of this notorious pistol. in London, and the O.
brought by the steam ities that they would appeal to the
Paris as a birthday gift for Queen
ful James," who figures in Bret While Mark Twain owned it it kept drafts on London banks which she ed the child's stomach.
One of the schooner Phoenix.
ambassador of their government at
Ilarte's story of the celebrated
him in poverty. It passed to innocent showed to the immigration officers.
While disinclined to say anything Washington in an effort to obtain the Mercedes, his bride of five months.
doctors told me that the only thing to
She was delighted with it and wore
Mrs. Pollock had run away from do would be to
Dick Stover, and it landed him in less
fight on Table Mountain.
Grape-Nuts- ,
I
so
try
bearing on the cause of the accident, rescinding of an order issued today by it
above her wadding ring Scr.rce'iy
in
her
a
interested
after
and
is
who
tiff,
McCandless,
elderly husband,
than forty years. Ignorant people
got some and prepared it as follows: the survivors talked freely of their ex- Otto Thums, commissioner of propera
mouth
later she died a', the early
later
of
near
action.
Jackass
Hill,
her
old
died
of
repented
Dick
I soaked 1
contend that poor
mining properties
hours of ty, baring Japanese from bathing
tablespoonfuls in one periences in the
of IS, leaving her young husband
age
There seemed to be a good reason
gave Gillis hiB first automobile ride, age. Old age nothing! It was the mal
an
cold
water
of
half
the
when
fatal morning,
from small beaches in the city parks. The Japanfor
hour,
pint
and this was made the subject of a ign influence of that old gun that did at first to detaining Mrs. Pollock un- then I strained off the liquid and mix- baats they watched the Riverside slow- ese declare that the order is in viola- plunged in grief for his first ttnd only
love.
,
1 etter to Mark Twain.
It was on this the business. Dick was only eigthy- - der the United States Immigration ed 12 teaspoonfuls of this strained ly settle and
disappear beneath t he tion of their treaty rights. Thum's
Soon afterward the king gave the
McCandlaws, for she had only a sixpence in Grape-Nut- s
occasion that Gillis promised
four years old when he died.
six
with
a
to
tribute
the cruel shoals order, which also bars negroes from
teaspoonfuls waves,
juice
ring to his second sister the beautiless the revolver. Here is the history
"After Dick died the hoodoo came cash.
of rich milk, put in a pinch of salt of the northern coast.
the beaches, resulted, he declares, from ful Princess Maria dai filar. A few
had
She
to
to
return
her
cf the weapon:
it
And
did
planned
what
into my possession.
and a little sugar, warmed it and gave
The fearlessness of Mrs. Dahlquist, a large number of protests from white
days later she died suddenly while
Albion It to
Called It "My Cannon"
do to me? Oh, nothing to speak of husband at his home, No.
wife of Captain John Dahlquist, skip- shwlmmers.
baby every two hours.
Few negroes have at- taking; the minera'i cure in the Basque
1913.
March
22,
on
London
the
street,
Hyde Park,
"Tulletown,
It only threw me into a hospital for
"In this simple, easy way I saved per of the lost vessel, came In for tempted to avail themselves of swimprovinces. The ring was taken oft
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girls. Princess Merchanged, ach.
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old Mark Twain relic let him read Star line then said he would cable to interest.
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them a chance to help your. O. G. awaiting
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a
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She sat pouting. In the cabin before at present as the cigar, and the favor- was now
small bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
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tains these harmful opiates refuse it. bow was visible above the surface heart," and disturbs the valvular ac- iold Jennings Scantlin in the county
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. " I was always himself with a razor and is in a dan
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tion. The cure consists In removing jail at Stigler, Okla,, when asked what
tired and weak and my housework was gerous condition. It was rumored on
contains no opiates, is healing and
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a drag. I was irreg the exchange that Michel had lost
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told others what they have done for men lose their money, and some their best medicine I have ever used.
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until
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a
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p'q Massachusetts, hut at neither are Wimble
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throughout
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opening of its seventeenth annual searching inspections by experts seconvention at the Century theater: lected by the secretary of agriculture
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I'er Copy
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Price.
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things,"
afraid too many of us are satisfied bacteriology and sanitary engineering
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- to bore out a decayed tooth, fill It In the Massachusetts institute of Techand let it 5
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f!a; , we are t0 nology, Is to investigate plants at Bosorto humanity the on, Worcester and Brightwood, Mass.,
Kemit by draft, check or money
be of real
der. If sent otherwise we will not thing for us to P: is to find out what and New Haven, Conn.; Dr. V. A.
causes the decay and how to prevent Moore, professor of pathology at Corbe responsible for loss.
it. It is for such purposes as these nell University, will go to Philadelphia
Specimen copies free on
that a foundation fund is so neces- New York, Buffalo, ad Pittsburgh, and
sary to us. It will make it possible J. A. Connaway of Missouri agriculturfor the foremost men of our profes- al college to Kansas City, St. Louis
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sion to devote their entire time to St. Joseph, Mo., and National Stock
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
dental research work.
Yards, 111.
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"Practically all the skulls of cliff
"It is my desire," said the secretary
dwellers, that have been unearthed in his address to those experts, "that
Advertisers are guaranteed the contain perfect sets of teetth. Today you report to me fully and frankly the
the
largest daily and weekly circulation more than 90 per cent of the popula- conditions, as you find thenf-a- t
teeth. Centalnly various
or any newspaper in northern New tion has decayed
topacking establishments,
there Is, some great tearing down gether with such recommendations
Mexico.
force or germ at work in men's
looking to the improvement of the sermouths today that was unknown In vice as in
your joudgment may seem
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prehistoric times. There Js no reason best."
Business Office
Main 2
why people should not have as perIn a statement announcing his plan.
News Department
Main 9 fect teeth now as then. The cause
Mr. Houston said:
of decay may the food we eat. It
"This new inspection of meat pack
may be that because we eat less
establishments by outside experts
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ing
coarse grained foods the teeth do not
under
temporary assignment by the
get enough exercise to remain healthy,
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These are the things which must be government,
the
or
work now being done by
lessen
determined , through the aid of a
the bureau of animal industry. The
Theoretically, a home should be foundation fund for research work.
handled as scientifically as an office.
"It is kaown that tuberculosis of idea is simply to have the inspection
The manager of an office begins his
the lungs can be contracted only and regulatory, work checked up by
manipulations with the chief Ideal of
the mouth. It may be that competent authorities, who will report
He hasi human beings un- through
economy.
the cavities in decayed teeth form directly to the secretary."
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catch basins for tubercular germs and
habits of order and mechanical obedIS FOUND
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which to York American
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Post. Always he is ready to learn
bundle
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over a
of, papers the other day
from other managers fresh devices
Within a few minutes following the which came to him among the effects
for economy. He is willing to boast
of the proposition by of an uncle in Kansas Justice of the
and to be boasted to about schemes presentation
Doctor Price th$ delegates assembled Peace Joseph A. Headley of Milltown,
for saving .office wacte. He cau at
the Century theater had subscrib- N. J., came across what appears to be
count pa all Bach
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needs. Moreover, he has no cumthat the foundation fund committee compton constiution of Kansas, a docbering precedednls to throw away. will be able to Interest some
wealthy ument for which the authorities of
The housekeeper, however, though
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ng1 up appearances.
Dr. Howard It. Raper or Indianapo- sas
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er some pet economy of which she ture on
"The Value of the Radio of Kansas which
provided for slavery,
is particularly proud, because she
in the Practice of Dentristry" tt
was recognized by President Buch-miahas worked it out for herself; but graph
afternoon The radiograph
but afterward supplanted with a
she makes many economies of which yesterday
makes
pictures of a person's new instrument that forbade slavery
she does not speak and which she
mouth showing the exact location and
within the state.
would prefer not to have known.
direction of growth of teeth even
reason why she cannot count
before they have penetrated the gums,
on this
from her neigh- a
thing of great value in modern PERRY'S SHIP WILL
bors Is that, though economy is an
dentitry.
Ideal, It is not her chief one. The
chief one is to make a harmonious
CRUISE THE LAKES
QUEEN WANTS MAID
liome for her husband and children
10.
has
Queen
London, July
Mary
and to Introduce outside
just. withdrawn her consent that Miss
In this regard would seem rather
NIAGARA
Eleanor church, oha, of her entour- THE RECONSTRUCTED
like violating privacy.
BEING PREPARED FOR VISIT
should enter the service of
ages,
She cannot depend on full and in- Princess,
TO LAKE CITIES
Augnste Victoria of Hehen-zollerfrom her hustelligent
King Manuel's fiancee. The
band. Very few wives and husbands
Erie, Pa., July 10. Officers in
princess engaged Miss Church to come
talk over housekeeping together
to her after the marriage to Manuel, charge of the reconstructed Niagara,
partly because the husband is likely and, in accordance with etiauette, she Commodore Perry's flagship, tif.d to
to think the problem Is his 'wife's." obtained
Queen
Mary's consent. the dock here for the week given
Wben they do they are. not likely to Queen Mary learned 'later that If Miss over to the observance of the cenof
get to the, very bottom of the matter .Church entered the .princess's service tennial Kn:tf rntry of the
parflv n'ecanse it is impossible to it would be necessary for her to beprer.ired today to stretch
teacb., a mm the problems from the come a Roman Catholic and reconsid- sail and ad ii:v finishing touches
bottom up on. account of the fact that ered her actloji; Miss Church appar. 'hat wlil make th" old brig seaworthy
he has had lkle or no experience ently is willing to become a Catholic, for the vovr.e oround the Great
wilt them, au! because he cannot but. the princess will not take her Lakes, which is (o begin Saturdav
night when the fleet, sails for Clevefpara the tim Moreover the house, without Queen Mary's consent.
land.
keeper cannot count, as the office
manager can, on the satisfactory coThe rigging has been reproduced
ROYALTY IN A RAID
operation of the human beings who
or the smart- so that, historically it is correct. The
London. July
help her carry out her business.
est gambling places in Mayfalr was sails are of flax and the rope hemp,
raided early Saturday morning when both of which are said to have disSTOLE BOGUS MONEY
the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg- - appeared from the Great Lakes shipFassalc, N. J., July 10. Learning Stre'lltz, a member of the roya'i house ping more than half a century ago.
from experience when they were held hold, was in it.
Not a particle of metal, except the
and robbed of $150 genuine money
One of the proprietors of the house, armament, is above the decks and the
a year ago, Benjamin Goldberg and who is the wife of a former officer of bowsprit Is If shed in position instead
.fulina Verban, partners In a produce the guards. Informed the police raid- of being bolted' down.
business here have ever since carried ers that the grand duke was present,
The project to man the Niagara
it goodly quantity of bogus money but they would not believe, her. The with old time fresh water seamen
woman then telephoned to the Buck- was abandoned today and It was deready to fool the next highwayman
y
Their chance came
ingham palace detectives, who Inform- cided by the officers in charge to
win ! two masked men held up ed the police that the gravd duke was place three petty officers on board
ti.i-lwnjron at the- point of revolvers in the bouse and the- officers left and five them a crew of ten men
to empty their without mkin-iMiil
forced ih
nwl;, It was dur- front the naval militia.
week
t'"lt the During all the waking hours of the
of flO.OrtO in iwus Mils. The ing A
me prce),vrtiit "rand dikc' and the Karl of Granard celebration the gangplank has been
r
lied wi;n
Q"!en. M;iy by gambling In burdened 'with a constant stream of
because their real nvnev f )
Windsor casue.
curious sightseers.
ben...:tli (fie vva .on seat.
- Ii
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Cottonwood Falls, Kas., Ju'iy 10.
Chet Woodring, a local butcher, has

introduced an idea m his meat selling business that is doubtless something new to the average town and
which Is winning the hearts of busy
Cottonwood Falls housewives.
In addition to selling his customers meat, Woodring also does the
cooking for them free of charge. He
has converted the rear part of his
shop into a small, clean kitchen
which is furnished with a gas range
and plenty of big porcelain cooking
utenisls.
These hot days the average housewife finds roasting or boiling, which
requires several hours time, anything
but a pleasant task, and now, thanks
to the Ingenuity of their meat man,
Cottonwood Falls women are "cutting" the whole business out. Instead,
if they order a beef roast in the
morning, they also order it well cooked and delivered to their tables at
12 o'clock.
That's all there is to it.
The rest of the meal, which will probably require but a few minutes cooking, is duly looked after, and at noon
the roast, or whatever variety of
meat was ordered, is brought, steaming and done to a turn, to their tables by the butcher. Since putting
his new scheme into operation a short
time ago Woodring has been doing
a land office business, as his patrons
find It a great convenience, especially
in the hot weather.

July 10. Wheat turned
stronger today in response to the bullish aspect of the government report.
These were also unfavorable crop ad
vices from France. Free offerings!,
however, from a variety of , .sources
quickly wiped out the advance. September which started at S87a to 0U an
to
advance of
reacted to S8.
The closa was easy, howove. w'th
Ser.tember Va. higher at. 89
to
September corn opened
to 61, touched 61
down at. 61
The
and then fell back to
close was firm at 61
for September
a gain of
net.
oats
off
started Vt to
September
at 40 to 40 and dropped to 39.
Provisions weakened with hogs.
First sales were 2 to 7 lower. Sep
fo pork;
tember prices were $20.97
to $11.65 for lard and $11.82
$11.62
for ribs. The closing quotations were.
Wheat, July 88; September 89;
December 92.
Corn, July 60; September 67;
December 57.
Oats, July 39;
September 40;
December 42.
Pork, July $21.40, September $21.
Lard, July $11.60; September $11.70;
October $1.72; January $10.67.
Ribs, July $11.80; September $11.85,
"
'
October $11.62.
Chicago,

6161.
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Delicious Coffee
Good coffee helps a whole lot in

starting

the day right. Why not fend your husband off smiling to withstand the fret and
fatigue of a hot day at the office? The best
assurance of del'cious coffee is to make it
in ideal fashion in an Electric Percolator.
An Electric Percolator is the most convenient way, too, because you can use it right
at the breakfast table. If your home is
wired for Electric Light and you have not
an Electric Percolator, you are overlooking
a decided convenience that you and your
family are bound to appreciate.

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, July 10. Hogs, receipts 6,0000. Market 5 cents lower.
Bulk $8.758.85; heavy $8.758.83;
packers and butchers $8.808.90;
lights $8.808.90; pigs $7.758.60;
Cattle, receipts 4,000, including 400
southerns. Market steady to weak.
Prime fed steers $68.10; dressed
beef steers $5.507.75; cows $4.25
Blockers
7.25; heifers $6.258.65;
and feeders $5.507.80; bulls $5.25
An
7; calves $69.25.
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market steaLambs $8.258.25; yearlings
dy.
wethers $4.505.50;
$5.2506.25;
The operation of
Electric Percolator is
ewes $3.754.75; stockers and feedDEAN OF SACRED COLLEGE 85
ers
All
10.
di
$2.754.25.
Cardinal
Rome, July
Oreglia
very simple.
you have to do is to
Santo Stefano, the dean of the Sacred
coffee into the coninto the pot,
birthcollege, reached his eighty-fiftNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
on
current. Percolaand
day anniversary today. He is the eld
New York, July 10. The compreone
tion commences in less
est of the living cardinals, as regards hensive rise of stocks in the
early
appointment, having been nominated trading today bore out the contention
and the coffee is made ' without boiling
to the Sacred College by the late Pius of the bulls
that the short interests
hence, delicious coffee without injurious
IX, and being now the only surviving had been
reby
expanded
considerably
Its simplicity of construction
elements.
cardinal created under that pontifi cent
selling, which made possible a
cate. Cardinal Oreglia was born in successful
and rapid
espedrive at the bears.
qualities make
the diocese of Mondovi, July 10, lS2i),
Announcement of President Wildesirable.
cially
and as a student at the academy of
son's action to avert a strike of trainRome gained prominence in theology
men and conductors on eastern railand languages. He became a Jesuit roads and
Secretary McAdoo's assurnotivce, but did not continue in the ance that government two
per cent
Society of Jesus and was ordained to bonds should be protected In framing
1856.
the secular priesthood in
a new currency law were primary
Before Victor Emmanuel became causes
for the improved feeling. Cable
king Cardinal Oregia was his chaplain advices were that prospects for
peace
in
of
Savoy
and was with the house
In the Balkans were better and Lonthat capacity for several years. For don
bought stocks here, principally
more than a quarter of a century now
Canadian Pacific and Union Pacific. selling by disappointed holders who tral and Lake Shore. Pressure deveVatiin
factor
a
he has been
powerful
Recent declines were largely effaced expected that definite information re- loped in other sections of the list, parcan politics. It was his personal Intoday's upturn. Canadian Pacific garding the disposal of tho $88,000,000 ticularly Chesapeake and Ohio, which
by
'his
fluence In the last conclave and
sold five points above yesterday's low- Union Pacific holdings of Southern made a new low record. The last
the
caused
that
shrewd diplomacy
est. Although the list fell back from Pacifio would be disclosed at today's sales were as follows:
Patriarch of Venice to the Papal
the highest In the last half of the fore- projected meeting of the directors. Amalgamated Copper
64
of
election
throne, and ever since the
noon trading became dull on the re- When it became known that no quo- Sugar
.107
to
exercised
known
have
is
he
Pius X,
action and the major portion of the rum could be held the reactionary ten- Atchison . . ; .....
95
extraordinary influence in the Vati- advance was retained. Bonds were
in
the
Harriman
..lOS
Northern
Pacific
developed
dency
the
been
principal
can, and to have
steady.
shares which affected the whole mar- Reading
156
opponent of a liberal policy on the
Business
became
while
stagnant
ket.
91
Southern
Pacific
part of the present pope toward the floor operators awaited a new Impulse
The market closed heavy.. New Union Pacific
HS
Italian government.
to active speculation. Scattered real-- j York Central declined a
52
point on United States Steel
For some time past Cardinal Oreglia
about balnced the newj Washington dispatches regarding Sen- United States Steel, pfd.
izing
just
104
behas been in very poor health, and
odds.
ator Noris' proposal for a congressioncause of his advanced age great fears
The
Hariman
ran
stocks
over
off
al investigation of the contemplated
ai
are entertained in vatican circles of an
each presumably on account of j consolidation of the New York Cen
point
Subscribe for The Optic.
Illserious
approaching collapse. The
ness of both the pope and the dean of
the Sacred College have combine! to
bring about a situation with regards
to Vatican politics that is filled with
Interesting possibilities. In the event
of the pope's death the dean of the
'
Sacred college fills 'the vacancy until
a successor is chosen. Should Card!-nia- l
1-3
Cardinal
Oreglia die the
$1.75 Values for.
.....98c
'
Seraf ino Vannutelll, would become
Values
for
WAISTS
$2.00
..$1.19
dean, and would thus become the actthe
of
case
a
of
in
vacancy
pope
ing
pala throve. The "present Situation
is complicated by the fact that Cardinal Vannutelll is in high disfavor
among those who stand closest to the
Laddie's
pope, chiefly because of his difference
'
'
with Cardinal Merry "del" Val, the pa3
off All
his
Coasts
with
.j
of
and
state,
pal secretary
'
Whole
3
brother, Cardinal V. Vannutelll, has
virtually retired to private life.
1 5 off All

Electric Percolator is Quick
and Economical
an

water
tainer,

h

put
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turn

than
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The Las Vegas Light & Power

Company

Extra Special this Week

54 Inch Embroidery

Only

Flouncing

special this week

OFF

sub-dea-

ALL WOMEN'S

Throughout the Month of

- July

"Onyx" Hosiery
for the

--

IN EXECUTIVE

Home

We Offer

Journal

Suits and

1--

Family

off All Silk Dresses

1--

PATTERNS

Women's Oxfords

--

4

SESSION

Washington, July 10. The senate
the greater
lobby committee spent
part of the day In executive session,
supposedly looking over the books o!
the National Wool association furnished yesterday.
Clarence H. Brown of New York,
chairman of hosiery manufacturers'
executive committee testified briefly
at a short open session.

For the Boy

CURRENCY REFORM DELAYED

Washington, July 10. Currency reform encountered renewed delay in
the senate committee when Chairman
Owen endeavored to have th administration bill taken up for immediate
consideration.

Men's Wear Bargains

50c Boy's Caps, Each..'.

39c

50c Suspenders, Per Pair

39c

65c Boy's Blouse Waists

49c

$1.25 Shirts, All Sizes, Each

.98c

19c

50c Leather Belts, Each

65c

BalbrijMan "Union

yes-fnlii-

r

V

515-5- 17

Suits.

.

"The

OF QUALITY"

:3!

Railroad
Avenue

Store

-

)
fee

C.Lt.sVcgas.

L'

It

...39c

-

t(i-- i'f

Opposite
u;

H.M.

-

Castaneda
Hotel
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PERSONALS
A. R. Mueria came in this afternoon

M'FARLANE ROOSEVELT

SAYS SAILORS

GIVES LAST

"HOWDY' TO

LECTURE

VEGANS

irom Watrous on a business visit.

W. J. Taylor, Miss Mary OToole,
And Misa Mary McCarthy came in

y

JULY 10, 1913.

REFUSE

The Peoples Bank ft Tr tint Co.

FIGHT

TO

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian and Trusie

PEOPLES BANK

FIRES

CAPITAL

from Valmora.

Mrs. Frank H. Parker is in Las VeARBEEN
visit- FINE PROGRAM HAS
gas from her home at Santa Fe
RANGED FOR CLOSING
ing friends for a few days.
NIGHT
busiW. A. Merrill, a well known
ness man of Koehler, came in last
Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarlen, professor
visit.
night for a short business
of
English and director of the classes
afterthis
O. A. Larrazolo, Jr., left
of
in
efficiency at the University
noon for Rio Arriba county where he
course of lecher
close
will
a
Denver,
on
will remain for several weeks
tures at the 9uditorium of the Normal
vacation.
begin-r.in- s
er home University tomorrow evening,
Mrs. T. G. Robb left for
at S:l5, the following program
has
in Watrous today. Mrs. Robb
offered to the public:
at
will
be
school
summer
been attending the
.Violin Quartette
Cinderella
the Normal.
Violin Quartette
Tn n,ir Ttnat
afternoon
this
'left
F L. Fulkner
Mrs. McFarlane
Fulkner Irish Literature
for his home at Belen. Mr.
'
-- .
Violin
Quartette
...
lor
Humoroske
has been in the Santa Fe hositpai
last, musical selection is reThis
month.
the past
this peated by request of those who heard
Mrs. Laura Maxwell came in
for it on Sunday afternoon. The music
Raton
in
afternoon from her home
G. is under the direction of Miss Mara few days' visit with her son, E.
McFarlane's
guerite Ctyxton,, Mrs.
Moxwell of this city.
a delight
been
has
Vegas'
afterin
this
Las
in
stay
August Higner came
literature.
in
Mr. to all lovers of the great
noon from his home in Valmora.
busi- The readers', and thinkers, of whom
of
the
prominent
one
is
Higner
there are a great many in Las Vegas.
ness men of Valmora.
aftGloved Mrs. McFarlane's lec
this
came
in
A.
West
H
Mrs.
West
the power of words to
Mrs.
Fe.

....

-

(Continued from Page One)
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NAVY CAPTAIN SAYS TOO DANGEROUS TO
MEN
TO ENTER

start

to finish and from finish
to start, "I wouldn't think a fellow
like you would think enough of Teddy
to take the trouble to come down in
the rain to see him."
"Well, the boy here wanted to see
wnai ne looked ine ana l uiousia i
would walk down with him," was the
reply of the demo. And then the first
one told the story about the parent
"going to the circus to take the chilfrom

John

wi,

i.vi
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Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively,

Chico-Chave-

Western League.
St. Joseph at Lincoln; clear.
Des Moines at Wichita; clear.
Sioux City at Topeka; clear.
Omaha at Denver; cloudy.
BASEBALL

National League.
At New York New York, 3; Chi
cago, 0.
3;
.At Philadelphia Pittsburgh,
Philadelphl, 0.
St. Louis,
At Boston Boston,
Cincinnati, 6; Brook

At Brooklyn

-',

Iyn, 5.

American League.
At
Cleveland Philadelphia,
5;
games.
Cleveland, 3.
McLoughlin won the third setf from
At Chicago Chicago, 2; New York,
Froitzhelm by 5 to 4. McLoughlin
0.
and
At St. Louis Boston, 9; St. Louis won the fourth and fifth seta,
This gave him the match by
three sets to Froltzheim'j two. The
At Detroit Detroit, ;
Washingscores were
ton,
,

Cleofes Romero, Vice President

Duke

City team. Director Mark Levy of
the New Mexico Athletic Club is also
planning to stage a big boxing card
for this date.
e
With these three events on the
card the sport lovers of Albuquerque and other cities who will be
connected with the events will have
all the excitement that i8 necessary
for any one day. The last race, from
Albuquerque to Santa Fe and return,
prove dto be 'an excellent race but
on account of the long course that
was run the excitement died .out before the contest was finished.
course' this
With only a
time there should be a lively time in
the Duke City on Labor Day. Three
care which have already entered the
race are: A Buick entered by J. H. B.
Jones of the Buick Auto company, a
Ford, entered by the Korbar-Quicke- l
agency and an Overland, entered by
Dave Coombs, the winner of the last
race. Red Spery, who drove the
Coombs car In the last rac. will drive
the same car on Labor Day.

'5-0-

6--

2--

Western League.
At Denver Denver, 9; Omaha, 0.
At Wichita Wichita, 9; Des Moines

e

NATIONAL'S OFFICIAL STANDING
New York, July 10. Secretary Hey-dl-

er

of the National League this afternoon announced the official standing of the clubs, Including yesterday's
games as follows:
Won Loet Pet.
Club
.631
:
23
49
New York
.594
23
41
Philadelphia

!

40

36

.528

35

.500

36

35
S3

32

41

.438

31

44

.413

.....29

18

.377

Chioago

Brooklyn
Pittsburgh
Boston
St. Louis
Cincinnati

.'

.486

,

6-- 2

ALBUQUERQUE

TO HAVE

EDITORS MEET IN WINNIPEG
Winnipeg, Manitoba, July 10.
Many newspaper editors and publishers of prominence are arriving in
Winnipeg for the annual meeting of
the western Canada Press association. The sessions will begin tomorrow and continue over Saturday. The
meeting promises to be unusually well
'
attended.
;
;

ANOTHER AUTO RACE
At Topeka

Sioux City, 2; Topeka,

AMERICANS CONCLUDE TOUR

1.

At Lincoln

Lincoln

St. Joseph,

9;

STANDING OF THE CLUBSNational

Lea-ru-

Club
New York

49

Philadelphia

41

..i

40
35

Chicago

Won Lost

Brooklyn
Pittsburgh
Boston . .
St. Louis
Cincinnati

23
28
36

'

1

Albuquerque is planning another big
auto race which promises to be equally as good as the last one if not betPet ter.
This race will be run on Labor
.681
Day and the course will be measured
.534

25 miles
.520 by
more exciting
.50u
.420

41

.138

31

4t

.413

29

15

.3t7

American League.

'

Club

Won Lost

Philadelphia Cleveland .
Washington .

55
48
43
43
37
32
31
.21

-

-

Chicago

Boston
St. Louis
Detroit .
New York

19
30
35
36
36
61
51
52

Pet.
.743
.615
.551
.544
.507
.386
.378
.288

Western League
Club

Won Lost
24
,54

.

Denver

.......44

Des Moines

Lincoln
St. Joseph
Omaha

43
42
41

Sioux City

31
30

Topeka
Wichita

...

.

35
35
37
S1)

47

........30

Pet.

thus making the race
and a speed contest Instead of an endurance'run. Plans are
now being made to have a big baseball game played on this day between

?1

Berlin, July 10 Expressing themselves as well satisfied with the re
sults of their month's tour of industrial Germany and more than satisfied
with the warm cordiality with which
they have been received everywhere,
the rnornbrs of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers who arrived
at Hamburg on June 10 concluded
their tour today at Munich. While the
official itinerary of the trip ia endei
many of the American visitors wii; remain on the continent for soma time
longer. Others are planning to Fail
for New York at the end of the week.

Qii ip pi or nils!

Specie!

immm

taiG

CALIFORNIA j& NORTHWEST

.692

.W
.5S1
.532
.513

46

.397
.395

52

,35C

AMERICAN'S OFFICIAL STANDING
Chicago, July 10. I. M. Howe, of-

.

RACE WILL PROBABLY BE HELD
LABOR DAY A BIG BOXING
CARD, TOO

-

35
33

36
32

--

.

Notingham, England, July 10.
of lawn tennis enthusiasts
reached this city last night nad early
round
today to attend the semi-finto be played here today, tomorrow
and Saturday between teams representing the United States and Germany in the preliminary contests for
the selection of a team to challenge
England for the Dwight F. ' Davis international trophy.
The United States team is composed of Maurice E. McLotTghlin of
San Francisco, R. Norris Williams of
Philadelphia and Harvard university,
Harold H. Hackett of New York, and
Wallace F. Johnson of Philadelphia'
'" '
as reserve.
The German team consi3ta of Otto
Froitzhelm, Oscar Keutzer Frelderlc'K
We;hem Rahe and Heinr'3ii' Kleln-schot- h
and Is regarded by experts as
much stronger than the team which
defeated the French players 'in the
preliminaries at Wiesbaden June i
"
and 5.
Williams won the first set in his
match against Kreutzer by 6 to 4
games. Williams won the second set
in
by 6 to 2. Kreutzer beat WHl-amthe third set 6 to 4. Williams beat
Kreutzer the fourth ret 6 to 1, thus
winning the matcTTThree sets to one.
Froitzhelm won the second set
from . McLoughlin by , six to "two
Crowds

American Association
Toledo at Indianapolis; cloudy.
Louisville at Columbus;, 2 games;
clear.
Minneapolis at Kansas City; clear.
St. Paul at Milwaukee; clear.

YESTERDAY'S

GAMES ON

UNITED
STATES PLAYERS APPEAR TO HAVE WON FIRST
SERIES OF GAMES

National League.
Chicago at New York; cloudy.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn; cloudy.
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia; clear.
St. Louis at Boston; cloudy.

n

agrf-ement-

"

pif.-pectiv-

American League.
New York at Chicago; clear.
Boston at St. Louis; clear.
Philadelphia at Cleveland; clear.

for the American
ficial statistician
league, gave out the standing of the
clubs today, including games of yes
HEALY TO ST. JOSEPH
terday, as follows.
Won Lost Pet.
Club
iSt. Joseph, Mo., July 10. By
.743
19
55
with Owner McGill cf the Philadelphia
4S
30
.615
Cleveland Denver Western
'league team,
43
33
.551
'today, Owner Holland of Washington
36
.544
43
Chicago
eM"rn
ooiams
cnio
the St. Josepu
.507
37
36
Pitcher Cliff Ileaiy, who as a hold Boston
.SSO
32
51
Louis
.,
St.
out has been playing
31
51
.378
al ball at Colorado Springa this (sea Detroit
21.
52
.258
son. Pitcher Thane Johnson of the New York
St Joseph team has betn old to the
Hastings club of the Nebraska State
Subscribe for Tba Opt
league under an optional
--

-

a team from Santa Fe and a
N

TEW

WILL
START
THE "IRON MAN"
TRAINING AT ONCE FOR HIS
BATTLE WITH NEWMAN

Charles O'Malley this morning received word from Stanley Yoakum to
the effect that the "Iron Man" would
arrive in Las Vegas tomorrow afternoon tobegin training for his bout
with Louis Newman.
It was reported here today that
Newman passed through last night on
his way to Albuquerque where he is
to make final arrangements for the
z
battle and that he wlil
return to this city next Sunday.
The Interest that Is being taken in
the bout shows that the Las Vegas
fans are anxious to see the third clash
between Newmhn and Yoakum. The
opinion of the larger part of the local
fans Is that Yoakum will place New
man in the, back row this time and
practically settle forever the Las Ve-gastbov's career. However, the num- .ercmsi admirers of 'Newman still claim
that he will still be able to defend
his title as the hcampion of the Rocky
mountain region. At all events the
'
battle will be a lively bout.
As fh'i battle comes off two weeks
from tonight tickets will be placed
on Bale the first part of next week.
A number of fighters from all over
the southwest have written O'Malley
asking for
Two fast preliminaries will be ar
ranged from among these for the
battle on July 24.
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Assistant Secretary
Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Danzlger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batchelor, Clemente Padllla, Josa
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmef E. Veeder, Jose Felix
EsquioeL
J. E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel, George H. Hunker.
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$112,000.00
OFFICERS ANI

San
Francisco, July 10. A still,
cloudless dawn brought hope to Mill
Valley, Corte Madre and Larkspur
today that before night fell forest
fires on Mount Tamalpais would be
thoroughly beaten out and that the
afternoon winds would not fan them
to new danger, as they nave for the
'last three days.
Faint columns of thicK smoke from
dren, etc."
the
canyons showed that four fires
The colonel and his party qccupied
were
still smouldering. Communicaa table near one of the windows. FIE- - j
tion with the Muir woods, a grove of
ty or 60 young boys and girls gathered
giant sequoias, was still burning this
about the window and cheered "what's
One newspaper man, who
morning.
the matter with Teddy?" The colonel made the
on foot, brought back
trip
looked over his coffee cup and bowed word
that although 16 cottages on
several times to the enthusiastic the
edge of the forest had been deyoungsters.
stroyed, the big trees were untouched
It was a matter of conjecture as to and seemed to be out of danger. All
what door the colonel would leave authorities agreed that nothing but
the hotel from. The majority of the lack of wind had saved the forest
crowd figured that he would leave by and the towns.
A report early today that, five solway of the east door. However, the
colonel fooled them and left by the diers had been burned to death bad
j not been confirmed
or denied up to
way he entered.
Several young men were standing 1 o'clock this afternoon. This mornnear the dining room door. They ing every available soldier from the
bowed as the colonel emerged. "How San Francisco Presidio and Fort Win-fielare you, boys.?" was his salutation to
Scott, on this side of the bay,
their bows, r
and. Forts Baker and Barry, across
One of Las Vegas's prettiest girls the Kolden Gate, were fighting the
said "Hello, Teddy," as he passed. fire, side by side with civilians. ProbThe colonel turned, stopped for a able 6,000 men were on the fire lines.
second or two and made a bow which
Captain Charles P. Plunkett, comwould put any stage butler to shame. manding the cruiser South
Dakota,
Mr. Roosevelt walked down the steps marched 600 of his men from the
and through the crowd which con- Mill Valley station up to the border
tinually yelled Its "how do you do's" of the fire In Cascade canyon today,
to him. He bowed right and left un- took a look at the fire and' inarched
til ie reached the steps of the Pull- them back again. In the presence of
man, where he halted.
Mayor Klyce, Colonel Bell and a hun"Weil, Judge, you had better come dred citizens Captain Plunkett said:
'
"It would take, all the people In
along with us," he said as he put
one hand on the judge's shoulder. The California to put out that fire. Let
judge replied that he, too, would be It burn out. I have expert gun point"
to accompany the party ers among my men, worth $25,000 a
but that it would be impossible. The piece to the government. I am not
colonel said good bye to the local going to risk their lives in saving
jurist and mounted tne steps. The $400,000 for a private citizen."
crowd cheered and the colonel turned
Following Captain Plunkett's re
and bowed again.
treat from the fire line, Major John
Standing in the vestibule he was P. Haines, U. S. A., directed Captain
offered a cigar by one of the passen- Armstrong, of the national guard, in
gers. He held up his hand and re- charge of the commissary, to issue
fused it. A woman with a baby in no rations to men who were not acher arms passed' through the vesti tive in fighting the"fire.
bule. The colonel stepped back and
K a. Forbes,
Adjutant General
as the mother and child passed he commander in chief of the California
over the
national guard, looked
patted the cheek of the little one.
"All aboard" called the conductor. ground and said that he would have
The train started southward. A man, 1,000 militiamen on hand today.
presumably from the country, reach
ed up his right hand. It was taken
YOAKUM
.AMITE
by the colonel.
"Say, Colonel, if you run in 1916
I'll vote for you again," Jthe man
IN
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B. F. Criswell left last night for his
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insurance claims on the fire of last 'heard her was as large
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Miss Shumate came in this
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from her home in San Diego. The auditorium was packed and
as
Miss Shumate is on a visit to her Wd'has been growing larger
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the work of H.
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Dr. F. R. Lord
play from Franco, Germany,
California where he will be on buusl-nes- s and England was chosen ana epuuiu
for the coming few weeks. Dr. ized an dthe life lessons that they are
Lord will visit San Francisco, Los An- meant to teach emphasized. For Dr
geles and a number of other cities in Wprtnesdav lecture she told stories
that state during his trip.
from the Sanscrit and made evident
of
Del
of
Norte,
Miss Emma Myers
the high quality of this vast field
said.
Colo, left this afternoon for her home literature until so recently unknown.
The colonel's face beamed and he
Vebeen
after having been a visitor in Iaa
No two of these lectures have
thanked
the man from the mesa.
gas for the past few weeks. Miss alike in purpose or in construction.
so 'long, folks,' the colonel
"Well,
Myers has been the guest of the Miss Each has been a masterpiece in ltseii called as the train
gradually speeded
a new
Bertha Sundt during her stay here.
bringing its lesson for life in
up.
M. R. Williams, superintendent cf and fascinating way that proves the
"So long," several in the crowd
the bridge and building department of constructive greatness of the artist.
bacK.
yelled
the New Mexico division of the Santa Mrs. McFarlane is a living example of
And the colonel's short visit to Las
Fe railway, returned yesterday even- her own philosophy. She has been edVegas was ended.
ing from Trinidad, ond Ratorf where ucated in the school of life a gradhe had been on a short business trip. uate of Vassa'r, a graduate of a great
WRECK KILLS TWO
W. L. Thomas and C. W. Babcock dramatic school in New York City, a
Grand Junction, Colo., July 10. A
con
were in town today on their way traveller
hose running all night on the ranch of
visiting the important
through to Michigan from the coast
of Amerlca and Europe, a corn- Charles Norris near Newcastle so
where tney nave oeen lor mo
,on o great men and women, and softened the roadbed that Denver and
three months. They are traveling In
M me of the people dem0. Rio Grande passenger train No. 5 was
a 1910 Ford car. They say the roads
ic',n MhBT Instincts, appreciative derailed early yesterday resulting In
between here and Santa Fe are in
gtruggling'and suffering of the dealh of two trainmen and the
very poor condition owing to the re- left a lastlng
This statement
of one other.
cent rains. Mr. Thomas and Mr. Bab- who
all
of
officials
minds
railroad
the
was
made
by
today
impression upon
cock left their homes In Hastings, have
her.: She has touched ana here. Norris was brought to
.heard
Michigan, last August and have been
come into Junction today in connection with the
uplifted every life that has
touring the west since then.
her presence during her short stay in investigation of the accident.
Las Vegasr"The "students of the sumINDICT I. W. W. LEADERS?
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the bowels- and puts the system in
Pittsburgh, Juljr 10. Further resig50c.
.Price
against several officers and other
good healthy condition.
from
:ild by Central Drug Co. aiv.
i,o,wi r,t iho Tn.inntrini Workers of iiations'of J. S. and W. S. Kuhn
the World on charges of inciting the 'all connection with financial interests
LUTHERANS IN SESSION
riots early in June in which a wom- in Pittsburgh were announced today
of
directorate
Wis., July 10. Appletoi
Anoleton,
the
from
an was shot and killed.
resigned
They
this
of
is
entertaining for the next six days
the Colonial Trust company
action
annual session of the Evangelical
like
took
the
S.
Kuhn
W.
MEMORIAL
BRADDOCK
and
UNVEIL
city
Braddock,.Md July 10 The mem- with respect to the board of the Com- Lutheran synod of Wisconsin. Today
was devoted largely to the reception
ory of General Edward Braddock, monwealth Trust company.
who commanded the English and coConditions today settled down to of the delegates and visitors who came
lonial troops in the war against the normal. The run on the Pittsburgh from every part of the state. Rev.
G. E, Bergman of Fond du lac Is presFrench and Indians, was honored here Bank for Savings was not resumed.
ident of the synod and will preside
today by the unveliling of a monument erected by the Daughters of JUNKET OF NAVAL COMMITTEE at the sessions of the annual confer
mem- ence.
The monthe American Revolution.
Washington, June 10. The
ument stands in front of the court- bers of the house comnTittee on naval
house and marks the site of General affairs sailed on the yacht MayIf a substitute Is offered you for
Braddock's encampment here, in 1775. flower today, for an inspection of the Foley Kidney Pills, It means a cheaper medicine is nressed unon you for
l
on his way to Fort Duquesne.
navy yards and stations at Norfolk, the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley
Newrepand
delegates
Philadelphia,' New York, Boston,
congressmen
Kidney Pills may cost the dealer
resentative of the army and navy of port, Portsmouth, New London and more than a cheap substitute, but
the United States took part. in. the other points. ,The trip will occupy they give better results than any othexercises that attended the unveiling two weeks and will extend as far er kidney aiid bladder medicine. Ask
for:.FcK? Kidney Pill. o. O. Schaeof the inemfirial
north i Frenchman's Bay, "infer and Red Crosa Drug Store. Adv.
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Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
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tCEAN'S "GREAT WHITE

There is more Catarrh in this

WAr

tion o the country than all other

is-

Richmond Lighthouse at Staten Island
Is Built High on Rocks Two

ENDING OF SEA FEUD

Miles Inland.

By J. C, PLUMMET.

Remarkable no less lor
Its distinguished services than lor Its
is that
extreme unconventionally,
newest safeguard for ocean travelers
in and out of New York harbor, the
"Staten Island Rear Range Light-Insteof perching on the rocks in
New York.

ad

luo

home two miles inland on a green and
peaceful hill overlooking the sleepy
The site
Jittle town of Richmond.
tseems more appropriate for a home
for superannuated lighthouses than
for a young and vigorous beacon apim- pointed to guard one of the most
world.
the
of
ocean
canals
portant
The Richmond light is guardian of
Ambrose channel, and there are few
more highly responsioie joaa.
cost of five million dollars and eight
years of hard work, this channel was
scooped out to a depth of forty feet
and a width of two thousand, from the
lower bay Into the ocean about sev- -

M

X
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"Let him go. To hades with his
bloornln' knife. Let the dago loose,"
vi d Tom Bradd struggled to tree himself from the graap of two brawny
Bailors who held him. Mr. Buck, the
lean, sinewy mate, had his arms interlaced about Nicola" waist, utterly
-

i

f

tens':

wwomj tnH
shaking in the powerful Italian's hand.
Captain Newton advanced to the
main hatch, his long, patriarchal beard
tailing to his waistband.
"Stop it, gall darn ye, stop it," he
thundered., "im snort wnsa bow.
and I won't have any man killing on
this here hooker. Batten down your
feelin's, you two fellers, till you get to
Rio Grande, and then you can cnop
each other Into bits and devil take
what's left, but there's to be no chop-pion the Apollo."
The two sailors released Bradd, who
recommenced the work he had stopped
to fight Nicola, and the Italian, find,-In-e
himself free from the mate's hold,
walked dignifledly forward, and went
below. The crisis had been passed.
temnorarily at least
What begun thefe,uJ "between tha
men no one knew, ,, It extgtedwhes
they chipped la. New Yor&;taa thej$
had spat hate at each other flaring tha
ToyaKe. but this was the first. .tints
an actual collision had been Jhreafe
UUUUUU1U1 Ul VUV VI

U

old,

days of bright
There were
sunshine, calm sea and. clpudlesajBlr,
and on one of these mornings t&e
mate ordered Nicola to some duty om
the
yard. The Itanaa
looped a line about bis neck and gitp
pine a marline eplke In his teeth
Just
climbed the weather rigging.
as he swung himself over the top ha
lost his hold and fen like & plummet
Into the sea.
Man overboard,' yelled erNeOl,
who was at the wheel, and he flung a
life buoy over the raiL
The sklDDer was on flees m on
lump.
"Heave her to," he shouted.
"Braces," came sharp and curt from
th mite, and the men hurried to
obey, casting glances aft
"He's a Koner," exclaimed Mr. Buck,
"No, there he Is," said sharp-eyeO'Neill, pointing over the lee quar
ter. and there, sure enough, was
black speck, the head of Nicola. H
was swimming, hut slowly, and labor
se-e- ral

tr

2

M

4

M

I
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This New Lighthouse, Two Miles Inland, Makes the Entrance to New
York Harbor a Great White Way.
(Richmond, Staten Island.),

en and a half miles. The Richmond
light is commissioned to make this
salt water thoroughfare a sort of

Great White Way. From almost too
far away from the ocean to know what
salt air is like, the beacon spreads over
Ambrose channel a shaft of light
miles long and with a maxtwenty-fiv- e
imum width of nearly three thousand
feet.
The gas mantle that creates this
brilliance is about the size of a pear
of
and glows with
light from kerosene vapor. This radiance is increased two hundred times
by a reflec(to
tor made of Jena glass prisms. The
tower is ninety feet high and stands
230 feet above the sea. The cost of
the plant, including the light keeper's
house, was 1100,000.
PLAYER
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Enthusiastic

Girl Fan Exclaims,
Marry a Man Like
That!" and She Does.

"I

Could

Montrose, Colo. E. I Ford, a young
farmer of Cedaredge, the other day
pitched himself into the heart of Miss
Elisabeth Gunther, daughter of a rich
grocer at Hotchklss, when he defeat
d the Paonia team at Paonia. The
same was followed by an elopement
to Montrose, where the marriage ceremony was performed.
Clyde McMillan and Miss Josephine
Blackfell of Hotchkiss aided the
elopement, and they are being sought
by the bride's father for an explanation.
McMillan,

acorn panied

by

Miss

Blackwell and Miss Gunther, motored
from Hotchklss to Paonia to witness
the game between the team of that
town and Cedaredge. Ford pitched
for Cedaredge. Miss Gunther that was
Is a real fan and she rooted heartily
for Ford. When Ford etruck out
three men In a row Miss Gunther exclaimed joyously:
"Why, I could marry a man like

that!"

The

game over,

McMillan

called

Ford to come to the machine, where
lie 'was congratulated on his victory.
"By the way, Mr. Ford, Miss Gunther
says she would marry a man who can
pitch like you," said McMillan.

Ford was induced by McMillan to
enter the machine for a short ride and
be and Miss Gunther sat in the
ton-aea-

At the end of thirty minutes Ford
tapped McMillan on the shoulder and
announced tha he and Miss Gunther
were engaged and that if they could
t.e driven to Montrose the knot would
be tied.
Was Tired of Life.
Eraddock, Pa Donning her best
"black silk drees and some old family
jewelry, Mrs. Marie Kusar3 waited
until her two sons had gone to bed
-d then committed euicldo by hang- v
herself with a rope stretched from
door to door in the dining room of
fjer home.
.
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RESTAURANT

CAFE

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. L L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second
i
fourth Thursday
Regular comevening eati
munication first and
month at W. O. W. Hall. TUitt
. third
Thursday In
brothers eordially invited. Howard
$ each month. Tlsitlng
J. TbornbilL
T. Davi8. Dictator;
brothers cordially inSecretary.'
vited. Wm. P. Mills,
W. M., H. S .an Petten, Secretary. J. E..ROSEMWALD
LODGE NO. ML
I. O. of B. B, Meets
every first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the vestry
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
;iar conclave sec. d Tues- - o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
Isaac Appel
day In each month at Macordially Invited.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
President; Charles Greehclay. Se
Klntel E. C; Chas. Tamme,
retary.
A.

COLUMN
RATES

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOOD8 OBTAIN A HI, K ALWAYS HANDLED

M.

A

TOR CLASSIFIED

ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.

n'

"It's only put off," remarked
Ned. oracufcriy; "blood'U fly yet'

ohe

f?

COMING SCANDAL

dis-

eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be Incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treatment, pronounced it Incurable. Science has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the market. It Is taken internally In doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the Wood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To

fined.
r.

y.

f

sec-

Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- mtion. Adv.
Potato Masher Look out for a big No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines
sensation next week.
charged
NOTICE.
Coffee Pot Is that right?
will be booked at space actually set
Potato Masher Yes; the broom Is without regard to number of words.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
c'mb has leased the La Jara and Tip going to make some sweeping charges, Cash In advince preferred.
I hear.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenig's lakes
1.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
Meets every Monday evening at
WISE MAN
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
their hall on Sixth street All vlsl
to ft
vocation first Monday in
person will be allowed wo hunt or
ing brethren cordially
Ou
fish upon this property except mem
each month at Masonic
tend. F. D. Fries. N. G.
bers of tho club, and all persons go
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Biwooo
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
ing there must be prepared to show
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer.
a membership card In this organizaC. V. Hodgcock, cemetery truste
Blood, Secretary.
tion. Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO, 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN L
8. Meets first and third Fridays
THE LA JARA HUNTING
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
AND FISHING CLUB.
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic-- Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mrs. J. O. Eutledga, Wortly MahalL on the second and fourth
NOTICE.
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at S p. m
The Deep Lake Hunting and Fish
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmie
WANTED Carpenters and painters;
Telephone Halm 329.
union wages; Doard $5.60 per week,
ing club has leased the lake known
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local in,
as the Deep lake, which is located
NO, , uty.
Visiting memcers are espeyou furnish your own bedding. V. FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
south of the La Jara lake of this
102 Meioa every Monday night at
E. Carson, Dawson, N. M.
cially welcome and cordially Invited.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglaa avenue.at
group of Kroenig's lakes of the Ten
S o'clock.
Lakes Land company. No person will
WANTED Reliable girl of good mo
Visiting members are
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
J. C. Wertz, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURrals for housework. No other need
cordially welcome.
property except members of the club,
T.
Buhler
1054
J.
ITY' Council' No. 2390 Meets in W.
street.
secretary;
Seventh
president;
apply.
and all persons going there must be
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
O. W: hall, Sixth street, on the first
prepared to show a membership card
WANTED 'Competent
and third Mondays of each month,
stenographer
in this organization. Otherwise they
"Why did Jack marry his tyy
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and Laand office clerk Answer in own B. P. o. ELKS Meets second and
will be arrested for trespassing.
writer?"
fourth Tuesday evening of each
dies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-ma- n
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.
THB DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
"Merely a matter of economy she
Elks home on Ninth street
month
President; A. D. Tillman, Finwanted her salary raised."
FISHING CLUB.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersa- r
ancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrison, local
cordially Invited'. Gov. Wm.
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W.
WELL, RATHER
D. W. ConJ.
toalted,
Mllla,
Ruler;
Montague, assistant deputy, 1011
FOK SALE All household furniture:
don,
Secretary.
Sixth
street,. East Las Vegas, N. M.
902 Fourth street.
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
Reg-mm'- p

In'-'te- d

.

Wanted

For SalQ

AMD

d

SIGN PAINTING

HERMAN

N. O.

429 GRAND AVE.

For Rent

ouslT.

The brig nad been brought to and
the boat ready, when a cry; came from
the poop-"Hhi! Shark, see him!"
Abeam was the triangular fin of a
shark cutting the water as It made
straight course for Nicola.
"It's all up," muttered the mate
"nothing can save him now.
There was a splash, and to our as
tonishment Bradd had leaped over
board and was swimming fiercely. H
lay a course which must bring him
between the shark and Nicola.
Havine laid a right angled course
Bradd gained on the shark, which wai
swimming in a straight line for th
Italian and was a cable's length
ahead of the fish when he reached a
line with the slowly swimming Nicola,
and then he seemed seized with convulsions. He splashed the water with
his hands and legs, reminding one ol
the actions of a duck which ha
reached a pond after a long, dry land
journey. His motions were so violent
that the sea frothed about him, and
the shark was evidently as surprised
at these evolutions as was the crew ol
the Apollo. Obviously they were nol
to his taste, for he darted oJT in aa
onnosite direction. By this time th
boat had been lowered and In a hall
hour both men were aboard the brig
I didn't think you were that big s
fool to risk your life for a dago who'i
hungry to put a knife in you," re
marked Ned, reproachfully.
tner
Risk!" exclaimed Brada;
wasn't any. If you'd neen in we In
dian ocean you d know tho snarK u
the biggest coward that swims and
any man can scare 'em off who makes
a big splutter In trie water, ana men
I hate the bloody things and HI ball
'em of a meal any day."
Not a word had Nicola spoken ta
anyone since he had been brought on
board, but now he came out of thd
forecastle and approached Bradd. H
held out to him the stiletto with th
hilt toward his enemy.
"Keep your bloomin' knife," said
Bradd, and the broad, freckled fac
broke Into a smile.
In that most monotonous and very
Grande, do
dirty Brazilian town, Riomen
walked
Sul, two very drunken
arm and arm down towards the quay
One sang a coster song In a deep bass
and the other In a screechy tenor a
barcarole. They were Bradd and
Nicola, and the sea feud was at an

ATTORNEYS

i.

HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. H
Attorneys-at-La-

New Mexi

baa Vegas.

DENTISTS
DR.

F.

B.

fit

HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any desciiptloa
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 1'
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Professional Health Culture for Ladlst
MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
General Massage, Hair and Beau
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. n. to 3:30 p. m

The Youth I love you, dearest I
mean It I mean It.
The Maid Well, I should hate to
hlnk you were Joking.
APPROPRIATE NAME

fur rent

FLOU- RIt s giving you
a present for do
ing something
you 'd do
ny
when
way
you
leam how Much
Better EMPRESS
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rLOUK realty
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Rabbit Wrecks Railroad Motor.
General Roadmaster A. A. Milier of
the Iron Mountain system was recent
ly taken to the company's hospital in
St. Louis suffering from a compound
fracture of the left arm, cuts on his
jaw and ear and internal Injuries. He
was riding on a railway motor car
near Knobel, Ark., when a rabbit, leaping aeroas the track, was caught In the
wheels of the car. The car was" derailed. Three other, men on the car
also were Injured.
Cost of Living.
Mllwaulr.vorlring gMs are
ro operative buying clubs to
fee! uce the coat of Hviug.

503

Five room cottage on
5301.

erty upon which any taxes are delinquent as shown by the tax rolls or so
much thereof as may be necessary to
Farmer Korntassel Waal, it's too realize the respective amounts due.
bad you received the notice of my litSaid sale shall continue until not
tle darter's birth too late to put in later than 4 o'clock in the afternoon
the paper. Saay, kin yer think of a
of each day and from day to day at
good name for her?
the same hours for a period of 30
the
Editor (of
Bingtown Bugle)
Sure; call her Ad. delayed.
days unless all of Bald property shall
be sold or the amounts due shall be
JUST AS GOOD
paid or realized before the expiration
of said thirty days.
EUGENIO

j

Treasurer

m rim

NOTICE

TO WHOM
CONCERN

IT MAY

Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that Pearl Mary Rhodes
the undersigned was appointed on the I
24th day of June, A. D. 1913, executor
1
of the estate of Josephine Rawlins
deceased, and all persons having
claims against the estate of said Josephine Rawlins, deceased, will present
the same within the time prescribed

SILVER

by law.
PEARL
FRENCH-GRE-

Y

(STER-

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob- -

Plan to Rdt:s
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I

tamed in this city from

ALL GROCER.S

Swift Did your dog take a prize at
the show?
Smith Naw, but he licked the dog

that

did.

"Young

Literal.
man, do you

nauseam?"
"llo, lady;

I emokp

$

sirettea."

C rlilCHESTER

i
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MARY RHODES,

Administrator.
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From Distilled Water Free from, Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

1200 Lincoln Ave

Phone Main 227

--

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Ibe., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery,
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c per 100 lb.
25c per 100 lbs.

...30c per

100

lb.

40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

AGU A PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity as
Qualities ol Whieh Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Collector,

'

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

PI

CRYSTAL IDE :.

ROMERO,

and

San Miguel- - County, New Mexico.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

end.
(Copyright by Dally Story Pub. Co.)

Seal.

'

NOTICE OF SALE OF PROPERTY
FOR DELINQUENT TAXES
Notice is hereby given that I, the
undersigned, treasurer and
collector of San Miguel county of the
state of New Mexico, will, on the 4th
day of August, A. D. 1913, at the hour
of 10 o'clock in the forenoon of said
day, at the court house of the county
of San Miguel at Las Vegas, New Mex
ico, offer for sale separaterly and in
consecutive order each parcel of prop-

VV

EMPRESS I

Eighth street.

Ml. Phone Purple

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

-

1026

Apply

FOR RENT Front bed room.
Main avenue.

Sill
or YUU!
W

COUNFOR SALE Perry Onion will sett KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
LOCAL TIME CASD
1.
25
you
pounds of rhubard for
fourth Thursday In O. R.C. Hall,
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited. Richard
EAST BOUND
Arrive
Devlne, G. K.; Frank AngeL r. S.
Bepan
FURNISHED room. 915 Sixth St
1:15 p.
No. 2.... :10 p. m
NO.
LODGE
11:05 p.
DORADO
EL
No. 4. ...11:05 p. m
2:10 a.
fuk kkjnt cneap. two four room
KNIGHTS OF PY- No. 8.... 2:05 a. m
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
2:10
THIAS Meets ev. No. 10.... 1:45 p. m
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.
ery Monday even- WEST BOUND
Ing In Castle HalL
FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
1:4S
Knights No. 1.... 1:20 p. m...
Visiting
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
6:1E a.
ere cordially lnvlt No. 8.... 6:10 a. m..
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
4:30 P- fcS.
Chaa Liebaca No. 7.... 4:20 p. m..,
tt. ,
176.
.... 6:35 p. m... 7:00
Chancellor No.
ner.
Commander. Harry
FOR RENT Furnished or unfurnish ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Subscribe for The Optic.
ed house;
modern conveniences.

S PILLS

A
1 'UK JMAMONW IlRAKji.
for a
ID(lIi'sI Auk your Hruu-JtHtJUt&maifiu Mraii!f
IMUft in lad and Ooid mrtamAW
boxes, sealed with Blue ftiUion. V
'I ake no ether.
of
AsitfoT;irl-(rnt-.s.Tf:B-

years known as Best,

ynr

Cf.t, Always

"

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
classified ad, search out tbe people to whom moc all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thlag is worth most

y

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST vo sonnees
hear
who reads the ads. in this sswspaper and would merer
here.
were
advertised
your property unless It
Others, who read and ana er ads. In this aewijaper waat (aa
e&sh for) books, automobiles, used
maehisttry
sand furniture, articles of sselulnoss of any sort, and musical

are anxious to pay

As the classified a!s. are read by all possible buyais, ol all feasible sorts of thiigs. they have coma to be finders of tha best
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To Keep

owe e one
o
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When a new bridge is needed, a road must be repaired, a courthouse is to be built,
where does the money come from? Do the mail order houses pay it? Hardly. They will
not even send a contribution to help buy a bell for the new church or to help a Fourth
of July Celebration. They pay no taxes in this town, and they are not concerned in its
prosperity.

o
C.)

J

(

This town must be supported by its residents and those who live in the immediate
vicinity. If they insist on sending their money away then they are helping to kill
their town, and they are making it harder for them to pay the taxes necessary to
maintain local government and to make local improvements.

o
o
o
o

You owe something to yourself, and you owe something to your neighbors. You
can help yourself by helping your neighbors. You can't injure your neighbors with-

out injuring yourself. When you send money to mail order houses you are hurting
your town, your neighbors and yourself.
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Perfettos

Veronique Crackers

Clover Leaf

Philopena

Citrus Biscuits

J.M

Adv.

The regular band concert will be
held in the Plaza tonight if the wea
ther permits. No eo'icen was given
in Hillsite Park on account of the
rain.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack MeGreevy, a noted
vaudeville team which spent the summer here last year, will be in this
city for the summer. Mr. MeGreevy
has made arrangements with Bill Harper for his house at upper town.

They Take the Place of Cake

Miss Mossy York, the daugther of
Mr. and Mrs. John H. York, this morning at the Las Vegas hospital underwent an operation for appendlctis.
Miss York's condition this afternoon
was as wellas can be expected.

Store

One of the big features, "A House
A three reel war picture.
Divided."
Adv.
The Browne tonight only.

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON
'

7

Vviivv

The Las Vegas order of Rebeccahs
its installation of officers to
night in the I. O. O. F. lodge rooms.
All visiting Rebeccahs are cordially
invited to be present at this meeting.
Refreshments will be served after the
ceremonies.
will hold

What about those weeds? Have
you taken any action towards getting
rid of the pesky growth? These are
questions that should be asked every
resident every day until the growth
has been stopped at least for this year.
A number of residences have been improved by the removing tut tie vacant lots in different parts of the city
stil remain covered with weeds.
P. H. Le Noir, secretary of the Y.
and builder of the big Y. M.
C. A. camp, came in yesterday afternoon and left this morning with
a
wagon load of supplies and a number
of boys who had not yet visited the
camp. Mr. Le Noir said that everything was going smoothly at the camp
and that none of the boys were willing to come home for some time. None
of the boys have been sick and none
hurt but they are all terribly afflicted
with an enormous appetite, said Mr.
M. C. A.,

Gross, Kelly & Go.
Sole Agents

Oil

(J

Le Noir.

L AH- 'O IV7

MOST HEAT fOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

ESALL AND RETAIL
Mm
miM H.W, OMQ ON
W II

OL

MONEY TO LOAN
We are prepared to make first mortgage loans on Las Vegas real
estate. No "Red Tape." Loans handled promptly and carefully.
Why not Invest your money In Las Vegas real estate at present
prices? We can show you some bargains that are hound to make
you good money if you will take advantage of them.
A FEW GOOD HOUSES

FOR RENT.

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO.

Prest. and Mgr.

A. FLEMING,

TUain 40.

603

Llnco'in Avenue.

and BRING YOUR

FRIEN DS
to a demonstration

goodness of the s?a? Trade Mark Package Goods of the National
ii scuit Company to be htld in our store
of the

In-er-

SATURDAY,' 'JULY 12
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REVIVAL

For This Weekl

'

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Brandywine Crackers

THURSDAY,

UNSON
....

"A House Divided," a mammoth
civil war spectacle in three reels, at
Adv.
the Browne, tonight only.

Sunshine Specialties Such as

London Biscuits

Mil

-

,

Hydrox Crackers

siss

IIIEGAN

LAST

flliT
MANY GO TO HEAR THE NOTED
EVANGELIST, REV. W. M.
RUNYAN, PREACH

The first of the union revival meetings last night was well attended in
spite of the rainy aspect of the
weather and muddy streets from the
rain of the afternoon.
It was really a "union" meeting
made up of members of all the four
congregations joining in this religious campaign.
The chorus
choir
likewise embraced einfrs of every
denomination.
The evangelist, Rev. W. M. Run-yan- ,
was introduced and immediately
made himself acquainted to the audience by a few words, stating that
he was but a common man of easy
approach and although carrying his
"private telephone system" (refer-in- g
to a mechanical aid to his hearing) not above ordinary people.
There was gome singing of stirring
songs and the preacher read the ac
count of the bringing to Jesus of the
palsied man where the crowd was so
great that his friends were Impelled
to lower the man through an opening
made in the roof as tne only way of
getting him to the touch of the

z

.

SOUTH AFRICAN
WATER BAG

.

Li

the

appell co.

Adam

and

will find this a choice
and safe place to buy
choice because it affords
such wide selection, safe
because everything for

J

V
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comfort

of

beauty for the new home

4
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any part of the house is substantially constructed,
"
honestly priced

Portland, meson

,

85c for
Bags.
$1.35

size

l.

for

Water

J.

al. size Water

2

Bags.
11.85

for

15c
$1

. J&HFJSEiy

S&iJ

&

G23 " G25 ,

Bize Water

Bags.

Doufslso AvCt

for 25c Screen Door Sets.
for
Camp Stoves,

worth ?l.o0.
$1.50 for
Camp Stoves,
worth J2.
15c for all sizes 25c Stove
Pipe and Elbows.
15c for 25o large Glass Lemon Extractors.
$1.25
for $1.75
Combinette
White Enameled.
lOo for 25c Folding Curling
Irons.

our an auto delivery

via go n

Insures Prompt Deliveries at minimum Expanse

',

Quick delivery means' satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation , cheaper than Lorse power
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Hea'ier.
The speaker pictured

he helpless
paralytic as having been brought on
his cot to the edge of the crowd
when it was seen that he could be
taken, no further without the aid of
others; how tho one who had brought
him thus far called for help first upon
one, then another of the bystanders
who excused themselves,
one too
busy, another questioning the result,
another deprecating the sensationalism, but one ready and willing to take
hold and help.
Thus the preacher illustrated the
attitude of various persens toward
revival effort and forciDly presented
the desperate need of help by the
unsaved and the heartl'ssness of indifference on the part of professed
Christians who withhold active support from a special effort like this
Mr. Runyan proved himself a sympathetic and an effective speaker impressing upon his hearers e singleness
of purpose to arouse and to help in
spiritual matter.
That Mr. Runyan is more than an
ordinary musical leader was seen by
the results he obtained m a few moments drill of the chorus after the
services last night. The singing
promises to be a feature of these
meetings. Services are continued' tonight at the M. E. church.

ture
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Ha

AIM

The bowling game played last night
at the Elks alleys between the Henri-quean I Conway teams resulted, in
favor of the Henrique zhuskies. The
erame was fast and showed that prac
tice had made good bowlers of a num
her of the men. The high school for
the evening was credited to Conway
with 484 pins to his credit. The individual scores for the three games
were: Henrique;? team Harris, Jr.,

seeking articles of furni-

4

The total rainfall for yesterday afternoon and evening amounted to .11
inches. The heaviest fall was north
Try a dram of Old Taylor
and east of the city. This rain will
at the Opera Bar Adv.
be of great benefit to the farmers
and with a few more falls the crops
will, in a few weeks, be in better conNARROW ESCAPE FROM
dition than for several years. Yesterday morning proved to be as warm
FLYER
as the average days have been for the DEATH BY
past few days but the cooling rain in
the afternoon dropped the thermoKENNESY'S
MACHINE
meter several degrees. The maximum CAPTAIN
TILTED WHEN '800 FEET
temperature for the day was 85 deABOVE OCEAN
gress and the minimum 48 degrees.
Perry Onion has started a petition
among the business men and taxpayers of Las Vegas for the building of
a bridge on Prince street to cross the
Gallinas river. This bridge has been
needed for several years and if built
will prove to be a benefit not only to
the ranchers and farmers, but also to
the local business men. There is at
present only one bridge that spans this
river during the high water season
it would be a great assistance to travelers. The petition has already been
signed by over 400 men and it is expected that over 600 will have signed
before Saturday.

THE NEWLY WEDDED PAIR

.

C. A.

FOR TUBERCULOSIS

Denver, July 10. Successful treat
ment of tuberculosis by means of
was announced by Dr. J. D. Gibson of Denver this afternoon, in a
paper read before the National Society of Phyhlcal Therapeutics, a branch
of the American institute of homeopathy. Dr. Gibson declared that he
had used his treatment in more than
400 cases in the last 12 years, and
had been successful with 85 per cent
of the patients. He gave the assembled physicians a detailed account of
his method and a description of the
results obtained.
The speaker said that by the use of
the tubercular bacilli are destroyed or rendered harmless.
RAILROAD HOLDINGS

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELO COMPANY,

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE FR.OM

UNLAWFUL

Washington, Jluy 10. The interstate commerce commission today
held that the Denver & Rio Grande
railway's ownership of the Utah Fuel
company and its competition commercially in interstate coal markets,
is in violation of the commodities
clause of the interstate
commerce
law. The department of justice may
take up the case.

I

PASTEURIZED C R. E A M
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT S A TISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

IS.

S

Jefierson Raynolds, Pmldent.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Eile Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

HOMESTEAD BILL
Washington, July 10. The senate
today passed a bill to no longer re
quire continuous residence on public

isanitarTi
BAKERY GOODS

1

B. Raynolds, Vice President
B Dvls. vice President

IMPORTANT

lands entered where insufficient water
for domestic purposes exists and also
the Borah bill authorizing specific improvement on homestead entries in
San Diego, Calif., July 10. Captain lieu of cultivation of a certain acreage
F. B. Kennedy, attached to the First annually.
United States Aero squadron here, had
a thrilling escape from death in a
falling biplane yesterday from information which came to light today.
He bad attained
an altitude of
about 800 feet; over the ocean when a
gust of wind tilted his machine and
threw him out of his seat. His right
foot became entangled in the wires
which control the ailerons, and the
machine Immediately began to sink. It
bad glided down nearly GOO feet, it is
said, before Captain Kennedy succeedTHAT
ed in freeing himself. The machine
had kept an. even keel and the officer !
managed to regain his seat and control of the plane. The machine was
then within 200 feet of the water.

Agents

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ao
commodation Within the Scope of Cood Backing.
A
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THE BEST

CAN BE MADE

NESBIT IS WINNER
Denver, July 1 0. Th recount of ballots resulting from Hamilton Armstrong's contest of the election of Al- a
exander Nisbet as commissioner of
safety was completed in the country I
court today. Nisbet retains the office
si
2CC;
400; Meckel,
411; with a
Raynolds,
plurality of 39 votes.
Burns, 406; Henriquez, 424. Conway
official count, pave Nisbet a plu- A
Sanford 349; Fleming S43; Ruhmore rality, of 87. The ballot boxes in SG
304; Nahm 274; Conway 484.
precincts were opened and the ballots 'i
recounted before the court.
The-forme-

SUGAR ADVANCED
SIGNATURES
New York, July JO. All grades of HAVE SUFFICIENT
Los
were
Angeles, July 10. Sufficient
refined sugar
advanced ten cents
signatures have been, obtained to rea hundred pounds today.
fer to the voters the recently enacted "blue sky" law, according to an
"HARVEY'S"
announcement today tiy officials of
Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea the California Association of Investson. Old management; old rates. Car- ment Companies. The association
riage out every Saturday. Leave or- also will suhmlt another measure to
ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
regulate stock geCi'.K.
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quarters for fresh

Vegetables
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Fruits in Season
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STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES EVERY DAY

7

I.

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

PHONE MAIN 4 and 21

Hhjne Main 344.

Vha!en,
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